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Final Report

Preliminary Investigation of the Role of Cellular Immunity in Estrous Cycle Modulation of Post-
resection Breast Cancer Spread.

W. Hrushesky, S. You, Yin Xiong, M. Kobayashi, P. Wood, M.D.s
W.J.B. Dorn Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Columbia, SC 29209
william.hrushesky@med.va.gov

Introduction:
We have found that the timing of breast cancer resection within the mouse's and the women's
fertility cycle determines whether or not that operation cures the mouse or woman or whether the
cancer spreads throughout the hosts. This project proposed to determine the effect of manipulating
the hormonal milieu by removal of the ovaries, or by ablation of the sex hormones in intact mice, on
this biology. It also proposed to determine whether and how cellular immunity is altered
differentially by resection at specific stages within the estrous cycle. The ultimate goal is to use the
understanding generated to develop a peri-surgical therapy to increase the chances of curing this
disease in thousands of premenopausal women who find themselves in this clinical situation each
year. During this reporting period we have made good progress toward this goal.

Body:

Technical Objective #1: Establish tumors, followed by surgical resection of tumors in mice at each
of four estrous cycles and/or in vivo hormonal modulations, followed by determination of metastatic
recurrence. We proposed five tasks "Task #1-5" in this objective.
Task I- Resect tumors in intact mice at one of four fertility cycle stages with no hormone
modulation; follow up tumor recurrence with lung metastasis to examine fertility cycle influence on
surgical breast cancer cure. This task has been accomplished.
Synopsis of Work Accomplished: Our previous studies demonstrated that estrous cycle stages just
prior and near to ovulation to be superior, while those stages farther from ovulation were
disadvantageous times for surgery. Data from this current series of experiments confirm the role of
the estrous cycle in post-resection metastatic spread. A primary, transplantable, mammary
carcinoma, which metastasizes to the lungs, was resected for surgical cure in cycling female mice at
each fertility cycle stage. A group of oophorectomized (ovx) animals was also studied. In two
independent studies, when resecting early stage cancers, a 96% surgical cure frequency was
documented when the tumor was resected during estrus. The second best surgical cure rate was
achieved when tumors were resected during metestrus (79% overall cure rate). Cure frequency in
ovx animals was intermediate. We conclude that the timing of surgical resection within the estrous
cycle affects the cancer's metastatic potential and that the optimal timing of resection may also
depend to some extent upon the size (stage) of the resected cancer.
Task 2- Resect tumors in ovx mice with no hormone modulation. This task has been
accomplished. See above synopsis.
Tasks 3 and 4- Ablate hormones (estrogen, progesterone) in intact and ovx mice with tumors using
pellets with ICI 182780, RU486 -> Resect tumors -> Follow up tumor recurrence with lung
metastasis. These tasks have been accomplished.
Synopsis of Work Accomplished: We established a stable breast cancer cell line, designated MTCL
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that maintains fertility cycle cancer biology of the parent tumor (MTP). In vitro exposure of MTCL
cells to progesterone indicated an inhibition by progesterone on MTCL cellular DNA synthesis;
while exposure of the cells to a high dose of estrogen for 48 hours caused an increase of 3H-
thymidine uptake. We inoculated MTP or MTCL tumor cells into cycling female C3HeB/FeJ mice
and demonstrated that the post resection metastatic recurrence of MTCL tumors, like the original
MTP tumors, depended upon the time of tumor resection within the mouse estrous cycle. Equivalent
levels of sex hormonal receptors, epithelial growth hormonal receptors, tumor suppressors, and cell
apoptosis relevant protein were found in these in vivo tumors, except that the cyclin E protein was
significantly higher in MTP tumor cells compared to that in MTCL tumor cells. Our results indicate
that MTCL cells retain many of biological features of the original MTP primary tumor cells, and, to
our knowledge, is the first in vitro cell line that has been shown to maintain the unique estrous cycle
dependence of in vivo cancer metastasis. (see appendix b).
We established a stable GFP (Green Fluorescent Protein) transfected MTCL cell line to study cancer
chronobiology. GFP-expressing tumor cells can emit bright fluorescent light and the light signal is
strong enough so that the external images of GFP-expressing tumors can be obtained using whole-
body imaging technique. This technique is especially helpful in studying early stages of tumor
metastasis. We succeeded in transferring a GFP expressing gene vector into MTCL tumor cells, and
have passed this GFP tumor cell line over 10 generations in vitro with the percentage of green tumor
cells maintained at about 95%. To test how long the GFP expression would last in vivo, we injected
the cells subcutaneously onto the backs of female mice. We demonstrated that the expression of
GFP in the MTCL tumor cells lasts about two months in vivo (three in vivo passages). In another
experiment, we injected GFP-MTCL tumor cells into female mice and sacrificed the mice at
different days after tumor injection and multiple organs were dissected. The third day after tumor
cell injection, the GFP MTCL tumor cells were found in every organ we examined.
Task 5- Elevate hormone levels in ovx mice using pellets with estradiol, progesterone or prolactin
prior to tumor transplantation-> Resect tumors-> Follow recurrence with lung metastasis. This task
has been accomplished.

Technical Obiective #2: To conduct cellular immune studies in intact and ovx tumor bearing, sex
hormone-repleted mice before surgical resection, and four different times following surgical
resection.
Tasks 6 and 7- Resect tumors in intact and ovx mice at one of four fertility cycle stages-> Follow
up cellular immune response assays (NK cell assays and T cell subset determinations) on day 14
(pre-op) and post-op days 17, 20, 23 and 26. We resected tumors from intact and ovx mice at one of
four fertility cycle stages. We accessed the cellular immune function of the tumor tissues, and have
analyzed the gene expression profiles in the tumor tissues. These tasks have been accomplished.
Synopsis of Work Accomplished: We transplanted MPT4 mouse mammary tumor cells into 83
intact and 18 ovx female mice and resected these tumors two weeks later, for cure. After tumor
removal, about half of the mice developed a lethal locally recurrent tumor at the surgical site. Those
which did not (35/83-normal female and 10/1 8-ovx) were sacrificed when 5% of them had died
from lung metastases. Surgical cure was highest when cancers were resected during estrus and
lowest when they were resected during diestrus (p<0.01). We then created tissue microarrays from
these tumors to assay for proteins related to cellular immune function, tumor growth, DNA repair
and apoptosis, sex hormone sensitivity, and metastatic spread. Bcl-xs (pro-apoptosis) and BRCAI
(a DNA repair factor) were each expressed most robustly within tumors resected at estrus, and were
lowest in tumors resected at diestrus. Conversely, expression of cathepsin L, a protein associated
with metastatic spread, peaked in tumors resected at diestrus, and was weakest at estrus. These
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changes of tumor cell protein expression may be responsible for the cycle's coordination of breast
cancer growth and post-resection metastatic potential.
Another investigation focused on the relevance of the sex hormonal milieu/menstrual cycle stage to
tumor metastatic spread. In a group of 26 mice, local (leg) MTP tumors were established. Following
resection, mice were sacrificed and the incidence of tumor recurrence was evaluated. There was a
100% cure frequency (i.e. no lung metastases) in mice when their tumors were resected during the
estrus phase vs. 28.5% cure rate when tumors were resected during the diestrus phase (P=0.0269).
We also conducted cDNA microarray-based gene expression analyses on this tumor tissue to define
all possible genes, which are either turned on or off by changing the sex hormonal milieu/estrous
cycle stage. To solve the problem of tumor cell heterogeneity, we established a protocol for laser
microdissection of tumor cells. We isolated RNA from the microdissected tumor cells via PCR
amplification using known genes as targets (i.e. Her2/neu, S 16). We compared the gene expression
profile of one MTP tumor, dissected from a mouse at estrus stage and cured after tumor removal,
with that of another MTP tumor, dissected from another mouse at diestrus that later died from lung
metastases. To study the genes that are known to be relevant to metastatic spread and immune
function, we are constructing our own oligo DNA microarray chip, which contains two hundred of
these genes we are interested in.

Technical Objective #3: Determination of the effect of depleting NK and/or T suppressor cells
and/or T helper cells upon the hormone dependence of post resection cancer spread. Grant Transfer
and No Cost Extension was requested and granted (Years 2 and 3) to accomplish tasks 8 and 9.
Task 8- Perfect dose and schedule of antibody administration that ablates NK function (asialo GM-
1) and depletes NK cell numbers, T helper cell (CD4), and T suppressor cell (CD8) numbers.
Administer these antibodies prior to and following resection at each fertility cycle phase (P,E,M and
D) and determine the effects of these immunocyte manipulations upon cure frequency and
metastatic burden. We were able to accomplish Task 8 in a slightly different way than
proposed, because we found that not all of the antibodies were available, and the amount and
especially the cost of the antibodies needed to conduct and complete this series of experiments
were prohibitive in terms of the scope of the budget for this funding period. We instead made
the decision to approach the question of hormone-dependence of post resection cancer spread
using a different methodology.
Synopsis of Work Accomplished: We determined which arms of the cellular immune system were
the most important potential modulators of the prevention and /or facilitation of post-resection
metastatic cancer spread by examining the nature and number of T cells, macrophages, and Natural
Killer (NK) cells infiltrating each resected tumor. We did this by preparing tissue microassays from
every tumor resected. We then stained these tissue samples immunohistochemically in order to
identify each type of infiltrating host immunocyte. We utilized image-analysis software to
objectively quantify the number of specific immunocytes (i.e. the density of specific immunocytes)
in each tissue core sample. We are now correlating outcome (cure vs. recurrence) with the numbers
of each of these types of immunocytes to see if cured tumors are associated with specific numbers
and/or kinds of infiltrating immunocytes. These data are also being analyzed as a function of the
estrous cycle phase at the time of resection in order to determine whether the pattern of immunocyte
infiltration is an important characteristic in explaining the dependence of cure upon the timing of
tumor resection within the estrous cycle.
Task 9- Ongoing and interim data analysis with preparation of data for presentation at cancer
meetings (AACR), USAMRMC conference and manuscript(s) preparation and submission. Interim
data analysis with preparation of data for presentation at cancer meetings and USAMRMC
conference. This task has been accomplished.
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Synopsis of Work Accomplished: Throughout the five year funding period (includes an approved
two year no cost extension) we have been very active in writing and submitting manuscripts, with
many already published or accepted for publication (see "Key Research Accomplishments" and
"Reportable Outcomes"), and presenting data from these experiments at prestigious cancer
conferences. Presentations are listed below:
2000 Annual meeting of American Association for Cancer Research (AACR): Bove, K,
Lincoln, D, Wood, P, Hrushesky, W. Reproductive cycle coordination of tumor growth and post-
resection local recurrence of a low metastatic potential, gene marked, breast cell line.
2000 Seventh Meeting Society for Research on Biological Rhythms, Amelia Island Plantation,
Jacksonville, Florida: Wood P, Bove K, Hrushesky W. Meaningful and reproducible reproductive
cycle modulation of cancer biology.
2002 September, Era of Hope DoD Breast Cancer Research Program Meeting, Orlando,
Florida: Hrushesky WJM, You S, Kobayashi M., Wood P. Fertility Cycle Coordinates Molecular
Pathways Responsible for Cancer Growth and Spread.
2002 October, 7 th Annual VA National Cancer Symposium, Alexandria, Virginia: Wood P, You
S, Hrushesky WJM. Fertility Cycle Coordinates Molecular Pathways Responsible for Cancer
Growth and Spread.
2003 April, 9 4th Annual AACR Meeting, Toronto, Canada: You S, Kobayashi M, Wood P, Xu Y,
Musk P, Hrushesky W. Mouse Mammary Circadian Rhythm and mPER1 Gene Expression.
2004 March AACR 2004, Orlando, Florida: You S, Li W, Kobayashi M, Xiong Y, Hrushesky W,
Wood P. Creation of a stable breast cancer cell line that maintains fertility cycle cancer biology of
the parent tumor.
2004 June, American Society of Clinical Oncologists (ASCO), New Orleans, Louisiana:
Demicheli R, Bonadonna G, Hrushesky W, Moliterni A, Retsky M, Valagussa P, Zambetti M. The
timing of breast cancer recurrence after mastectomy and adjuvant CMF chemotherapy supports a
dormancy-based model for metastatic development.

Key Research Accomplishments: (Since last annual report)
"* Collaboration with Philip Buckhaults, Ph.D., a co-investigator on the SAGE Gene

Expression grant award, and his research group at Univ. of South Carolina, to work in this
area

"• Recruitment of Dr. Ohmori, M.D., Ph.D. from Japan to work in this area (publication
attached)

"* Mentored peer reviewed funding of Dr Shaojin You's NIH R03 grant-2004.
"• Recruitment of PhD student Mei Li and Masters student Peter Miller to work in this area.
New Grants
o DoD Concept Award: SAGE Gene Expression Profiles Characterizing Cure - profiling RNA

expression to determine the effects of sex hormonal milieu (P, E, M and D) upon cure
frequency and metastatic burden.

In Press
"* Shaojin You, Patricia A Wood, Yin Xiong, Minoru Kobayashi, Jovelyn Du-Quiton, and

William J.M. Hrushesky. Daily Coordination of Cancer Growth and Circadian Clock Gene
Expression. Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 00:1-14, 2004 (see appendix a)

"* Shaojin You, Wei Li, Minoru Kobayashi, Yin Xiong, William Hrushesky, Patricia Wood.
Creation of a Stable Breast Cancer Cell Line That Maintains Fertility Cycle Cancer Biology
of the Parent Tumor. In Vitro Cell Dev Biol Anim. 2004 Mar I (see appendix b)
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Submitted for Publication
"* Wood P., Hrushesky W. Sex Cycle Modulates Cancer Growth (submitted to Breast Cancer

Research and Treatment, Dec 2004-see appendix c)
"* Bove K., Wood P., Chambers A., Hrushesky W. Molecular Mediators of Angiogenesis are

Modulated by the Fertility Cycle in Normal Mammary Tissue and in Mammary Tumor.
(submitted to Breast Cancer Research and Treatment-Dec 2004)

"* Hrushesky W. Improbability of the metastatic cascade. Perspectives in Biol and Med.
"* Baum M., Demicheli R., Hrushesky W., Retsky M. Does Surgery Unfavorably Perturb the

"Natural History" of Early Breast Cancer by Accelerating the Appearance of Distant
Metastasis? (submitted to Eur J Ca, Oct 2004)

"* Demicheli R., Rosalba M., Hrushesky W. Breast Cancer Recurrence Dynamics Following
Adjuvant CMF is Consistent with Tumor Dormancy and Mastectomy-driven Acceleration of
the Metastatic Process (submitted to Breast Cancer Research and Treatment-Dec 2004)

Reportable Outcomes: (* Since last annual report 2003)
Publications:
1) Hagen A, Hrushesky W. Menstrual timing of breast cancer surgery. Am J Surg 1998;104:245-
261.
2) Hrushesky W, Vyzula R, Wood P. Fertility maintenance and 5-fluorouracil timing within the
mammalian fertility cycle. Reprod Toxicol 1999; 13:413-420.
3) Hrushesky W, Lester B, Lannin D. Circadian coordination of cancer take and metastatic spread.
Int J Can 1999;83:365-73.
4) Hrushesky W. Rhythmic Menstrual Cycle Modulation of Breast Cancer Biology. J Surg Oncol
2000; 74: 238-241.
5) Retsky M, Demicheli R, Hrushesky, W. Premenopausal Status Accelerates Relapse. BREA 65
(3), 217-224, February/March, 2001.
6) Retsky M, Demichelli R, Hrushesky WJM. Wounding from Biopsy and Breast Cancer
Progression. Letter to The Lancet, Vol 357, No 9261, 31 Mar 01, page 1048.
7) Bove K, Lincoln D, Wood P, Hrushesky WJM. Fertility cycle influence on surgical breast cancer
cure. Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 75:65-72, 2002.
*8) Demicheli R, Bonadonna G, Hrushesky W, Retsky M, Valagussa P. Menopausal status
dependence of early mortality reduction due to diagnosis of smaller breast cancer (TI v T2-T3):
Relevance to Screening. J Clin Oncol 22(1):102-107, Jan 2004.
*9) Retsky M, Bonadonna G, Demicheli R, Folkman J, Hrushesky W, Valagussa P. Hypothesis:
Induced angiogenesis after surgery in premenopausal node-positive breast cancer patients is a major
underlying reason why adjuvant chemotherapy works particularly well for those patients. Breast
Cancer Res 2004, 6:R372-R374.
*10) Demicheli R, Bonadonna G, Hrushesky W, Retsky M, Valagussa P. Menopausal Status
Dependence of the timing of breast cancer recurrence after surgical removal of the primary tumour.
Breast Cancer Research 2004 (6): R689-R696.
Abstracts:
Hrushesky W, Wood P, Bove K. Mammalian fertility cycles modulate cancer growth and spread.
3rd Annual VA Oncology Cancer Symposium. San Antonio, TX, 1998.
Bove, K, Wood, PA, Hrushesky W. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and basic fibroblast
growth factor (bFGF) expression in breast cancer varies with fertility cycle stage. Proc AACR 40:
1999.
Bove, K, Wood, P, Hrushesky, W. Molecular mediators of angiogenesis are modulated by the
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fertility cycle in breast cancer (abstract). Joint meeting of the eighth international conference of
chronopharmacology and chronotherapeutics and the american association for medical
chronobiology and chronotherapeutics, Williamsburg, VA, 1999.
Hrushesky W, Bove K, Wood P. Breast cancer resection within the menstrual cycle: risks, costs and
benefits. 1 st Milan Breast Cancer Conference. Milan, Italy, 1999.
Bove K, Wood P, Hrushesky W. Molecular mediators of angiogenesis are modulated by the fertility
cycle in breast cancer. 4th annual VA oncology cancer symposium. Washington, DC, 1999.
Wood, P, Lincoln, D, Bove, K, Clark, R, Hrushesky W. Tumor thymidylate synthase (TS) activity
and mRNA vary rhythmically throughout the day. Proc AACR 2000.
Bove, K, Lincoln, D, Wood, P, Hrushesky, W. Reproductive cycle coordination of tumor growth
and post-resection local recurrence of a low metastatic potential, gene marked, breast cell line. Proc
AACR 2000.
Hrusheksy W, Bove K, Chambers A, Wood P. Reproductive cycle and tumor stage affect measures
of cell proliferation and angiogenesis. In: Breast Cancer Research Program, Era of Hope; 2000 June
8-12; Atlanta, GA; 2000.
Wood P, Bove K, Hrushesky W. Meaningful and reproducible reproductive cycle modulation of
cancer biology. In: Seventh Meeting Society for Research on Biological Rhythms; 2000; Amelia
Island Plantation, Jacksonville, Florida; 2000.
Kobayshi M, You S, Wood P, Rich I, Hrushesky WJM. Prominent Circadian and Estrous Cycle
Impact upon Tumor Biology. Eighth Meeting of the Society for Research on Biological Rhythms.
Amelia Island Plantation and Conference Center, Jacksonville, FL; May 22-26, 2002.
You S, Kobayashi M, Rich I, Musk P, Wood P, Hrushesky WJM. Tissue and cDNA Microarrays
for High-Throughout Molecular Profiling of Cancer Chronobiology. Eighth Meeting of the Society
for Research on Biological Rhythms. Amelia Island Plantation and Conference Center,
Jacksonville, Florida; May 22-26, 2002.
Hrushesky WJM, You S, Kobayashi M., Wood P. Fertility Cycle Coordinates Molecular Pathways
Responsible for Cancer Growth and Spread. Era of Hope 2002 DoD Breast Cancer Research
Program Meeting, Orlando, Florida; September 25-28, 2002.
Wood P, You S, Hrushesky WJM. Fertility Cycle Coordinates Molecular Pathways Responsible for
Cancer Growth and Spread. 7 th Annual VA National Cancer Symposium, Alexandria, Virginia;
October 2-4, 2002.

Conclusions:
During this five year grant period, we were successful in completing a series of exquisite
experiments in order to understand the role of cellular immunity in estrous cycle modulation of
post-resection cancer spread. We were able to further elucidate fertility cycle influence on surgical
breast cancer cure by resecting an implanted breast cancer in intact, cycling mice and
oophorectomized mice, and through hormonal manipulation (i.e. sex hormone ablation via pellets).
We successfully established an in vitro tumor cell line; the first in vitro cell line to our knowledge
that has been shown to maintain the unique estrous cycle dependence of in vivo cancer metastasis, in
order to study the effects of sex hormone exposure on tumor cell proliferation and DNA synthesis.
To better study cancer chronobiology, we also established a stable Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)
tranfected tumor cell line, an important whole body imaging technique for studying the early stages
of tumor metastasis. We demonstrated how the fertility cycle coordinates molecular pathways
responsible for cancer growth and spread by creating tissue microarrays from resected tumor tissue
to assay for proteins related to cellular immune function, tumor growth, DNA repair and apoptosis,
sex hormone sensitivity, and metastatic spread via immunohistochemical staining. Finally, in an
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important series of experiments, we cryo-preserved tumor tissue resected at different estrous cycle
stages and conducted cDNA microarray-based gene expression analyses to establish gene expression
profiles of these tumors.
Our current research focus, first undertaken during this granting period, is on the genes that are
relevant to tumor spread and immune function. To this end we have started construction of our own
oligo DNA microarray chip, which will contain two hundred of the genes we are interested in
studying. We found that not only is cellular immune function coordinated by the estrous cycle, but
new blood vessel formation, tumor cell proliferation and apoptosis are each coordinated by this
important biological rhythm. We are committed to identifying and putting together the pieces of this
clinically important puzzle.

References:
Please see the "reportable outcomes".

Appendices:
a. Shaojin You, Patricia A Wood, Yin Xiong, Minoru Kobayashi, Jovelyn Du-Quiton, and

William J.M. Hrushesky. Daily Coordination of Cancer Growth and Circadian Clock Gene
Expression. Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 00:1-14, 2004 (In Press)

b. Shaojin You, Wei Li, Minoru Kobayashi, Yin Xiong, William Hrushesky, Patricia Wood.
Creation of a Stable Breast Cancer Cell Line That Maintains Fertility Cycle Cancer Biology
of the Parent Tumor. In Vitro Cell Dev Biol Anim. 2004 Mar (In Press)

c. Wood P., Hrushesky W. Sex Cycle Modulates Cancer Growth (submitted to Breast Cancer
Research and Treatment, Dec 2004)
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Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 00:1-14, 2004.
©Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.

~ Daily coordination of cancer growth and circadian clock gene expression

Shaojin You, Patricia A Wood, Yin Xiong, Minoru Kobayashi, Jovelyn Du-Quiton, and
William JM Hrushesky*

�~ Medical Chronobiology Laboratory, Dorn Research Institute, WJB Dorn VA Medical Center, 6439 Garners Ferry
Road, Columbia, SC. 29209, USA

• Key words: Cancer, circadian, core clock genes, clock controlled genes, cancer growth, cancer proliferation

H Summary

•-) Background. Circadian coordination in mammals is accomplished, in part, by coordinate, rhythmic expression of a series
Sof circadian clock genes in the central clock within the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus. These same genes are

also rhythmically expressed each day within each peripheral tissue.
Methods.: We measured tumor size, tumor cell cyclin E protein, tumor cell mitotic index, and circadian clock gene

expression in liver and tumor cells at six equispaced times of day in individual mice of a 12-hour light, 12-hour dark
schedule.

Results. We demonstrate that C3HFeJ/HeB mice with transplanted syngeneic mammary tumor maintain largely normal
circadian sleep/activity patterns, and that the rate of tumor growth is highly rhythmic during each day. Two daily 2.5 fold
peaks in cancer cell cyclin E protein, a marker of DNA synthesis, are followed by two daily up-to-3-fold peaks in cancer cell
mitosis (one minor, and one major peak). These peaks are, in turn, followed by two prominent daily peaks in tumor growth
rate occurring during mid-sleep and the second, during mid-activity. These data indicate that all therapeutic targets relevant
to tumor growth and tumor cell proliferation are ordered in tumor cells within each day. The daily expression patterns of the
circadian clock genes Bmall, mPerl, and mPer2, remain normally circadian coordinated in the livers of these tumor bearing
mice. Bmall gene expression remains circadian rhythmic in cancer cells, although dampered in amplitude, with a similar
circadian pattern to that in normal hepatocytes. However, tumor cell mPerl and mPer2 gene expression fails to maintain
statistically significant daily rhythms.

Conclusion. We conclude that, if core circadian clock gene expression is essential to gate tumor cell proliferation within
each day, then there may be substantial redundancy in this timing system. Alternatively, the daily ordering of tumor cell clock
gene expression may not be essential to the daily gating of cancer cell DNA synthesis, mitosis and growth, indicating that
host central SCN mediated neuro-humoro-behavioral controls and/or daily light induced changes in melatonin or peripherally
induced rhythms such as that resulting from feeding effects, may be adequate for the daily coordination of cancer cell
expression of proliferation related therapeutic targets.

Introduction peripheral tissues is apparently connected to the SCN
In mammals, most physiological, biochemical, either through direct autonomic nervous connection

and behavioral processes vary in a predictable periodic and/or circadian organized hormonal signals, time-
manner with respect to time of day for purposes of specific daily behaviors, and metabolic signals from meal
biologic economy and survival(l). The suprachiasmatic timing (8, 9). These core clock gene loops are likewise
nuclei (SCN) have been recognized as the primary expressed rhythmically within rodent and human
neurobiologic circadian pacemaker, The at least nine, peripheral tissues. It is not clear whether the daily
(Ckl. Clock, Perl, 2, and 3, Bmall, Tim, and Cryl, 2) coordinate expression of these genes in peripheral tissues
core clock genes so far described, are responsible for is essential for organizing tissue functions each day. The
circadian rhythms. These genes are rhythmically peak timing of clock gene expression in each tissue is
expressed within the SCN with oscillating feed forward delayed by up to 6 hours with respect to the phase of the
and feed back dynamics, that set and reset circadian time SCN daily rhythm(2, 10, 11). We hypothesize that these
daily to the temporal environment from photoperiodic circadian clock genes coordinate essential cell functions
and other rhythmic daily input(2-7). Each cell in most in circadian time by coordinating the tissue specific
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expression of circadian clock controlled genes which, in differs from normal liver cells from these same mice.
turn, gate these processes within each day in normal
tissues, and that malignant tissues may exhibit Method and Materials
abnormalities in these pathways.

The daily gating of cell cycle events in peripheral Animals and Housing

tissues, such as skin, t o certain specific times of day Four to five week old female C3HeBIFeJ mice (C3H)
has long been described in human beings(12). were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor,
Epithelial cells of the human gut and hematopoietic ME) and allowed to acclimate for two months prior to
precursor cells within the bone marrow of free living, experimental procedures. Mice were housed in rooms
genetically distinct, healthy individuals undertake the with regular lighting schedule of 12 hours lights on
process of DNA synthesis non-randomly within each alternating with 12 hours lights off (LD schedule).
day(13, 14). This is important because the Time is referenced to Hours After Lights are On
susceptibility of these two tissues to cytotoxic damage (HALO). All experiments were performed in
determines the toxic therapeutic ratio of most cancer compliance with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of
treatments. Laboratory Animals and were approved by our VA

The t iming, within t he day, of cancer chemotherapy Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
reproducibly affects the proportion of tumor bearing
mice cured(1 5, 16). The toxicity of cancer Tumor Cell Inoculation
chemotherapy, as well as the control of human cancer,
has been improved by the optimal circadian timing of A primary, syngeneic estrogen binding mammary
cancer chemotherapy(17, 18). This work has been tumor (MTP) arising spontaneously in female inbred
confirmed by several randomized clinical trials(19, 20) C3H mice was obtained from Bernard Fisher (29) and
and extensive animal studies(21, 22). More recently, passed in female C3HeB/FeJ mice as described(30). A
we have demonstrated that this time of day-based single-cell suspension was prepared by mechanical
anticancer drug selectivity exists, in part, because dissociation of MTP tumor and 2x10 4 viable tumor
important proliferation associated drug targets, such as cells in 50ul RPMI medium were inoculated
thymidylate synthase, are reproducibly more or less subcutaneously on the flank of female mice. These
available at specific times each day(23, 24). tumors, when unresected, continue to grow locally until

Murine and clinical experiments each clearly indicate the animal succumbs.
that, while toxicity and dose intensity each depend on
the circadian timing of cytotoxic agent delivery, a Effect of Tumor on Circadian Locomotor Activity
second dose-intensity-independent relationship also
exists between circadian drug timing and optimal To assess general circadian organization of the tumor-
anticancer efficacy(25). Human cancer cell bearing host, twelve mice were housed individually in
proliferation is also coordinated within each day. cages with running wheels connected to computerized
Mitotic figures of benign and malignant epidermoid activity monitors for two weeks before tumor cell
cells from an environmentally synchronized patient inoculation. Tumor cells were injected when the mice
appear and disappear rhythmically throughout each were accustomed to the wheels and had reached
day(26). Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma cells removed from maximum activity levels. The voluntary locomotor
two dozen patients, around the clock, are more activity of each mouse and its circadian pattern were
frequently engaged in DNA synthesis during each recorded and analyzed (VitalView 3.1 and Actiview
night(27). The daily peak in the percentage of S-phase 1.2, Mini Mitter Co, Bend, OR 97701). Tumor was
diploid and aneuploid ovarian cancer cells among 35 measured daily with calipers, with volumes calculated
patients with metastatic ovarian cancer, sampled round as length x width x height, at the same biological time
the clock, occurs most commonly in mid-morning. each day, at the end of the daily activity span (10
This timing offers an unique therapeutic opportunity for HALO).
optimal circadian S-phase active chemotherapy timing
in the morning to coincide with high ovarian cancer cell Effect of Circadian Time on Tumor Growth
vulnerability (28).

In this study, we investigate to what extent circadian In the first experiment, 54 mice were separated into
time keeping is intact in cancer bearing mice, and three equal groups and housed in three different animal
whether circadian coordination of cancer growth and rooms, four per cage. MTP tumor cells were inoculated
concurrent cancer cell cycle traverse occurs. We also at o net ime o f d ay (10 HALO) on day 1. Tumor size
determine whether core circadian clock gene was measured once the tumor became measurable
expression in tumors resected from animals at six (about 10 days after tumor inoculation). To make tumor
equispaced times of day, is also organized during each size measurements at six circadian times of a day
day. We also determined whether the daily patterns of without disturbing the mice too much, we scheduled the
expression of circadian clock genes in tumor cells



"lights on" time in each of the three rooms 4 hours same individual. This allowed determination of tumor
apart from one and another. Tumor size was measured size and growth rate every 12 hours. In each of these
twice a day in each mouse at a 12-hour interval, by the three groups of mice, tumor
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Figure 1. Animal study design with three different lighting schedules (12 hours dark,12 hours light) and twice daily tumor
measurement schedules. Tumor size (TS) was measured twice daily in each mouse at 12 hour intervals in each group but at different
circadian times between groups (a). TS was measured at 2 and 14 HALO (hours after lights on) in group 1, at 6 and 18 HALO in
group 2, and at 10 and 22 HALO in group 3 mice. Changes in tumor size (ATS) were calculated in each mouse as the difference in
tumor size over each successive 12-hour period which was then plotted at the circadian midpoint between each 12 hour interval (b).

was measured across three different 12 hour segments time interval (Figure 1b). For example, tumors in group
of each day (group I mice at 2 and 14 HALO, group 2 1 mice, measured twice a day at 2 andl4 HALO on day
mice at 6 and 18 HALO, group 3 mice at 10 and 22 10, had tumor sizes of TS10(2 ) and TS1O( 14). The tumor
HALO) (Figure Ia). Equal groups of tumor bearing growth rate between 2 and 14 HALO at day 10 is
mice were euthanized at day 13 after tumor cell defined as ATS = TSI 0(44rTS10(2) . This particular
inoculation, when their tumors were in early-mid stage tumor growth rate is represented at the mid point
of growth. In the second experiment, 26 mice were between 2 and 14 HALO, which is 8 HALO on day 10
housed in one room. Tumor size was measured twice a (circadian mid point) as the average growth rate during
day at 2 and 14 HALO, similar to group I mice in the this interval (change/averaged over this circadian time
above study interval). With three groups of mice, this represents six

different circadian mid points, which were 4, 8, 12, 16,
Tumor Growth Rate at Each of Six Times of Day 20, and 24 HALO, over which tumor growth rates were

calculated.
Tumor growth rates during different circadian time
spans were defined as the tumor size differences Tumor and Liver Tissue Collection
between two neighboring 12 hour measurements made
Therefore, the s eries of tumor growth rates represents After euthanasia, tumor and liver tissues were dissected
tumor growth over six different 12 hour circadian time from each mouse. One part of tumor and liver tissues
spans. We assigned each growth rate to the mid point were placed into liquid nitrogen and transferred to a -
between each of these 12-hourly measurements to 800C freezer. The remaining tissues were fixed by 10%
represent the change in tumor size (ATS) over each buffered formalin for 24 hours and embedded in



paraffin block. The paraffin blocks were stored at 40C. were stained without primary antibody as negative
controls.

Tumor Mitotic Index
Quantitation of Cyclin E Immunostain

One hematoxylin & eosin stained (H&E) section was
prepared from each tumor and evaluated under The immunostained tumor tissue array sections were
Axioskop microscope (Axioskop, Carl Zeiss, German). viewed under the Axioskop microscope. One area,
Areas containing the most viable tumor cells were which represented the average level of the cyclin E
selected for imaging. Ten consecutive images protein stain signal and consisted of only viable tumor
(approximately 300 to 400 tumor cells/image) were cells, was selected from each tumor tissue core. A
randomly taken from each section using 40x objective digital image was taken from this area using
lens and the AxioCam Digital camera (Carl Zeiss, AxioVision (Carl Zeiss, German) and analyzed using
German). The images were viewed on the computer SigmaScan Pro4 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL). The target
screen using Adobe Photoshop software and the objectives in this image were defined and selected by a
number of mitotic figures in each image was counted. pre-set intensity. The average intensity of the objectives
The average mitotic figure from ten images (mitotic (Objintensity) was measured. The intensities (Objint..ity)
index) from each tumor was calculated, of the duplicate tissue cores were averaged (Mintensity).

Images were also taken from the coordinated areas of
Tumor Tissue Array the negative control stain sections to estimate

background intensity (Bintmnsiy). The final formula for
A trained clinical and experimental pathologist calculating specific cyclin E immunostain intensity
examined H&E sections from each tumor and marked was:
the most viable areas of the tumor tissue. These areas M'intensity =(log255-1og Mintensity)
were aligned with the tumor specimen within each -(log255 - log Bintensity) (31-33).
tissue block for tissue array core sampling. A tissue
array instrument (Beecher Instrument Inc, Sun Prairie,
WI) was used to sample and transfer the paraffin-fixed PECAM (CD 31) Immunohistochemistry and Tumor
tissue cores into pre-drilled holes on a recipient Blood Vessel Count
paraffin block. For each tumor block, duplicate tissue
cores, 0.6 mm diameter, were taken, labeled by Tumor tissue array sections were stained with anti-
position, and arrayed side by side in the recipient block. PECAM antibody (rabbit polyclonal anti-PECAM
Multiple 5 um sections were cut from the array block diluted at 1:400, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa
and mounted on the positively charged glass slides Cruz, CA) using similar procedures (see cyclin E
(SurgiPath, Richmond, IL) for histopathologic and protein immuno-histochemistry). The PECAM
immunochemical examination, positively stained tumor blood vessels were

quantitatively evaluated under the Axioskop
Cyclin E Protein Immunohistochemistry microscope with 40x objective lens. Numbers of tumor

blood vessels in each tumor t issue c ore w ere c ounted
The histopathologically selected tissue array sections, and averaged between the duplicate tumor tissue cores.
after deparaffinization and hydration, were digested
using proteinase K (20 ug/ml in PBS) for 20 minutes Tumor and Liver RNA Isolation
and washed in PBS twice (pH 7.2) for 5 minutes.
Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 3% Total RNA was isolated from the frozen tumor and
H20 2 in PBS for 15 minutes. Slides were incubated in liver tissues using Trizol reagent (InVitroGen,
normal goat serum for 2 hours at room temperature. Carlsbad, CA). Briefly, the tumor and liver tissues (20-
The primary antibody, rabbit polyclonal anti-cyclin E 30mg) were homogenized in 5 ml Trizol reagent and
(1:2000, Santa Cruz B iotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), mixed vigorously with 1 ml chloroform for 15 seconds.
was applied to sections and incubated overnight at 40C. The mixtures were then centrifuged at 10,000 x g at
The secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit IgG) and AB 40C for 15 minutes. The aqueous phases were
complex (Vectastain ABC kit, Vector Laboratory Inc., transferred to fresh tubes. Isopropyl alcohol was then
Burlingame, CA) were applied for 30 minutes at room added (2.5 ml/tube) and mixed well. The tubes were
temperature, respectively. Between incubations, slides allowed to stand at room temperature for 20 minutes
were washed three times (5 min/each) in PBS. The and then centrifuged at 10, 000 x g at 40C for 10
color was developed by 3, 3'-diaminobenzidine minutes. RNA pellets were washed with 5 ml pre-
tetrahydrochloride (Peroxidase substrate kit DAB, chilled 70% alcohol and dissolved in 50-100 ul of
Vector Laboratory Inc., Burlingame, CA). The sections DEPC-treated water. The RNA concentration was
were finally counterstained with Harris' hematoxylin determined using a spectrophotometer (SmartSpecTM

(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The same tissue array slides 3000, BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). All RNA



samples were checked for integrity by RNA agarose gel Statistical analysis
analysis.

For each numerical value, such as the number of tumor
RNA Reverse Transcription mitotic figures, blood vessels, tumor sizes, growth

rates, the mean and standard errors were calculated and
To synthesize the first chain of the cDNA template, graphed. Comparison of means across six circadian

five micrograms of the total RNA was reverse- times of day (HALO) was assessed by one-way
transcribed in a final volume of 20 ul reaction system, ANOVA (Super ANOVA, Abacus Corp, Berkeley, CA;
which contained M-MLV reverse transcriptase SPSS, SPSS Inc, Chicago, I11). Correlation analyses
(InVitroGen., Carlsbad, CA), I mmol/L dNTPs, 40 U were done by the simple linear regressions. Pearson
RNase inhibitor (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, correlation coefficients were calculated. Numerical
Freiburg, Germany), and 300 ng oligo d(T) 12-18 values from tumor and liver tissues as a function of
(InVitroGen., Carlsbad, CA). The reaction was different circadian times were also assessed for
performed at 37 0C for 50 minutes, followed by 70 0C recurrent sinusoidal patterns and harmonics by Cosinor
for 15 minutes and 40C for 5 minutes. analysis with cosine curve-fitting tests using period fits

of 12 hr, 24 hr and 12 plus 24 hr (Chronolab v4.5,
Real-time PCR Bioengineering & Chronobiology Laboratory,

Pontevedra, Spain) and the best curve fitting results
Real-time PCR analyses were performed with an were chosen. Statistical significance was considered
iCycler IQ Real-time PCR detection system (BioRad achieved if the zero amplitude hypothesis could be
Laboratories, Hercules, CA). Intron-spanning primers rejected at the 0.05 levels. All the data based upon the
were designed to meet specific criteria by using Primer six circadian time periods were graphed as a double
Express software (Perkin Elmer, Foster City, CA). The plot over 48 hours with standard errors of the means, as
primer pairs used for the amplification of each gene is customarily done to more easily visualize recurrent
product were as follows: rhythmic patterns.
mPer 1: 5'- CTGAGGAGGCCGAGAGGAAAGAA-
3'

5'- AGGAGGAGGAGGCACATTTACGC- 3' Results
mPer2: 5'- GAGCAGGTTGAGGGCATTAC-3'

5'- TGGAGGCCACTTGGTTAGAG-3' Circadian Locomotor Cycle of Normal and Tumor
Bmall: 5'- AAGGATGGCTGTTCAGCACATGA- 3' Bearing Mice

5'-CAAAAATCCATCTGCTGCCCTG-3'
S16: 5'- AGGAGCGATTTGCTGGTGTGGA 3' Voluntary wheel running locomotor activity was

5'-GCTACCAGGGCCTTTGAGATGGA 3' measured before and after MTP tumor inoculation by
continually recording wheel running activities of

All PCR reagents were purchased from BioRad individual mice. Normal mice, prior to tumor cell
Laboratories. The total PCR reaction volume was 25 ul, inoculation, took 7-8 days to establish a stable daily
which contained IX SYBR Green PCR buffer, 3 mM running pattern. The locomotor activities of tumor
MgCI2. 2.5 mM for each of the following nucleotide bearing mice were maintained at normal levels with
acids (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, 5mM dUTP), 0.025U/ul clear maintenance of circadian rhythmic pattern
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase, 0.0lU/ul AmpErase throughout the observation span (Figure 2). Mice with
UNG, 1.3 ul cDNA template, and 200 nM of early tumors (day 10-13, linear growth stage) and those
oligonucleotide primer. The initial step of the PCR was with later stage tumors (day 17-20) each showed
a 10 minute hold at 95 0C followed by 45 cycles of the normal circadian activity patterns with no differences in
PCR amplification (95 0C 30 seconds, 60 0C 30 seconds, calculated 24 hour circadian period under LD schedule,
720C 1 minute). For each experimental sample, the 24 hour mean activity levels or activity during usual
amount of target gene expression (mPerl, mPer2 and diurnal sleep span (measure of disturbance) when
Bmall) and housekeeping gene expression (S16 contrasted to their own individual and group wheel-
ribosomal protein gene) was determined based upon the running data during the week-long span just prior to
threshold cycle. The content of the target gene tumor inoculation.
expression was evaluated with respect to that of the
housekeeping gene in each sample and expressed as the Daily Tumor Growth
ratio of the target gene to reference gene. Every tumor
and liver sample was tested in triplicate. Multiple no- Since the circadian locomotor rhythms of tumor
template controls were included in all sets of the PCR bearing mice remain largely intact, we asked if tumor
amplification to test for the possible contamination of growth in these mice also displays circadian
PCR reagents. coordination. Three groups of mice had tumor

measured daily at 12 hours intervals at six different



circadian times of day between days 10 and 13 post mouse in all 3 groups of mice were examined jointly, a
tumor cell inoculation. For group 1 mice in two clear circadian pattern of tumor growth is demonstrated
separated experiments (Figure 3a, b), large consistent (Figure 3c). Two peaks in tumor growth occur within
differences were seen in tumor growth rates at 8 HALO each day. The higher daily peak occurs in late activity
and 20 HALO circadian midpoints. When the tumor phase (18 HALO) and the second peak occurs each day
growth rates from these 12 hour intervals from each in early sleep phase (6 HALO). These time-of-day

retm Tiowr .* .

I.iAhsrTanwr

Wsastrl

Before Tumor Days After Tumor

Day 10-13 Day 14-17 P-value

24 hr mean activity 18.3 +/- 5.5 20.0 +/- 5.5 222+/- 6.0 0,88

Activityduring sleep 1.5+/-2.1 2.1 +/-2.9 2.0 +1-3.0 0.81

Period* 24.3 +/- 0.7 24.4 +/- 0.7 24.2 +/- 0.5 0.74

Tumor size (mm 3) NA 193 -838 838- 2238

*Period analysis for LD schedule. P-value from ANOVA.

Figure 2. Circadian locomotor activity rhythms of mice before and after tumor injection. The voluntary locomotor activities of mice were recorded by
wheel running for two weeks before tumor injection, during early (day 10-13) and later (day 14-17) tumor growth stages. Shown is the activity of one
tumor-bearing mouse over successive days, double plotted. The mouse was regularly active in the dark (activity phase) and inactive in the light (sleep
phase) both before and after tumor inoculation. The 24 mean activity, circadian period, and the amount of activity during sleep (disturbances) did not
differ significantly between mice prior to tumor and mice with either early or late tumors.

differences in tumor size and growth rate are HALO), statistically higher blood vessel density is found in
statistically significant by both ANOVA (p=0.0001) mid activity (t-test, p=0.049), consistent with previous
and Cosinor analyses (simultaneous 24 +12 hr period findings of higher tumor blood flow during the activity

fit, p<0.001). phase.

Daily Changes in Blood Vessels Tumor Cell Division

It has been reported that daily tumor blood flow varies 1.5 To determine whether the circadian variation of tumor growth
was associated with circadian coordination of tumor cell

fold, measured at two times of day, in rat tumor models with prol iatin we quan iaoed tumor cell

higher blood flow occurring during the mid dark/activity proliferation, we quantified tumor cell mitosis in these same

phase and lower flow at mid light/sleep phase(34). We tumors. Large daily changes in tumor mitotic index were seen

determined whether the circadian variations of tumor growth with a major (-3-fold) peak in late dark phase (22:20 HALO,
were associated with rhythmic changes in tumor blood vessel late activity) and a second daily peak (11:20 HALO, late

density. PECAM protein immunohistochemical staining sleep) (ANOVA p=0.0012, Cosinor simultaneous 24 and 12

(CD3 1) is a typical marker for blood vessels and highlighted hour period fit p<0.001, Figure 4a, 4b).

the vascular endothelial cells and tumor blood vessels
clearly(35, 36). Tumor blood vessel density at 2, 6, 10, 14, Tumor Cell DNA Synthesis

18, and 22 HALO was 8.6±2.2, 4.0± 0.9, 6.6 ± 1.4, 9.4±1.7, Cyclin E protein, which is required for the initiation of DNA
8.6±1.9, and 8.2±2.3, respectively. Across all 6 times of day, replin and surequed for the initiaincreases
these differences are not significantly different (ANOVA replication and subsequent mitosis(37-39), increases
p=0.3 8 , Cosinor, p=0. 22 1). However, comparing just mid periodically in the late Ge phase of the cell cycle(38). Cyclin
sleep/light (6 HALO) with mid activity/dark phase (18 E protein staining is seen primarily within the tumor cellnuclei (Figure 4c). Cyclin E expression varied rhythmically



throughout each day with 2.5 fold differences (Figure 4d). which just precedes the daily mitotic peaks, also correlates
Two daily peaks in tumor cell cyclin E protein expression are with tumor cell mitotic index (r=-0.337, p=0.02).
present. A major peak occurs each day in the late
dark/activity phase (21:20 HALO), just following the largest Rhythmic Expression of Circadian Clock Genes in Tumor
daily peak in tumor growth and just prior to the largest daily and Liver Tissue
peak in mitosis, and another smaller peak in cyclin E occurs
each day in late light/rest phase (9:20 HALO) (ANOVA Tumor cell DNA synthesis and cell division are both gated
p=0.0309, Cosinor simultaneous 24 plus 12 hour period fit within each day. Therefore, it is logical to ask whether clock
p=0.006). The rhythm in tumor cell cyclin E protein gene expression is coordinating this cell cycle progression in
expression tightly parallels the circadian rhythm of tumor normal tissues and cancer cells. We evaluated whether core
size/growth (Table 1). Tumor cyclin E protein expression, clock gene expression is
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Figure 3. Tumor growth rates for all 12 hour time intervals during early tumor growth phase (day 10-13 in experiment 1, and day 8-12 in experiment 2,
linear phase) are represented at the circadian midpoint between 12 hour measurements for each group of mice. Clear waxing and waning of change in
tumor sizes or growth rates at different circadian intervals is evident. Figure 3a shows the tumor growth pattern of group I tumors in experiment I. This



study design was reproduced in the experiment 2, with consistent waxing and waning in tumor size changes seen (Figure 3b). Circadian tumor growth
rates from six circadian times are combined and represented at the six circadian midpoints between 12 hour measurements (Figure 3c). Tumor growth
rates vary significantly throughout the day with two peaks per 24 hours; one slightly smaller peak at 6:30 HALO and another larger peak at 18:30 HALO
(Cosinor 24hr plus 12 hr period fit, p<0.00 1).

coordinated throughout the day in these mouse tumors analyzing clock gene expression only from tumors
and within the histopathologically tumor free livers dissected from mice which were in the diestrus stage of
from these same tumor bearing mice. Previous studies the estrous cycle. Thirty-one pairs of tumor and liver
in normal mice have described clock gene rhythms in tissues (5-6 pairs for each time of day) were analyzed
liver (10, 11). Since sex hormonal milieu of female for the expression of Bmall, mPerl, and
mice may affect host circadian gene expression(40), we
avoided
possible
interference of
the mouse's
estrous cycle by

(b) (d)
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Figure 4. Mitotic figures (Figure 4a, x40 objective) of each tumor from mice sacrificed at specific times of day (HALO) were counted. The mitotic
index (mitotic figures/high power field) of tumors (Figure 4b) shows a significant daily rhythm with two peaks each 24 hr cycle at 11:20 (minor peak)
and 22:20 (major peak) HALO (Cosinor 24 hr plus 12 hour period fit, p<0.001). Tumor cyclin E protein staining is mainly seen in the nucleus of tumor
cells (Figure 4c, x40 objective). Cyclin E protein expression showed a daily rhythmic pattern (Figure 4d) with two peaks per 24 hr cycle; one at 9:20 and
another at 21:20 HALO (Cosinor 12 hr period fit, p=0.006).

mPer2. A circadian rhythm was seen in liver mPerl, in human skin and oral mucosa(24). These circadian
roPer2 and Bmall (Figure 5a-c, all p< 0.001). Liver gene expression patterns in the livers from our tumor
clock gene expression peaks at 11:20 HALO for mPer2, bearing mice are very similar in magnitude and timing
21:00 HALO for Bmall, and a major peak in mPerl at to those reported in livers from non-tumor bearing
7:10 HALO. However, mPerl expression, in contrast mice(41-45). In this MTP mammary tumor, mPerl and
to mPer2 and Bmall, displays two peaks per day, one mPer2 gene expression was present, but, no statistically
major at 7:10 HALO (midsleep) and a second minor significant time of day differences were seen (Figure
peak at 19:10 HALO (midactivity) (Figure 5b, Cosinor 5a, b). However, Bmall expression in these tumors
24 hours plus 12 hour period fit, p<0.00!). This twice varies significantly throughout the day (Figure 5d,
daily or 12 hour pattern in mPerl gene expression is p=0.022). The circadian pattern of the tumor Bmall
identical to the pattern we previously reported in hPerl gene expression is very similar to Bmall daily rhythm



in host liver, both showing a peak in expression at apparent loss of rhythmic expression of other clock
around 21:00 HALO and a trough at around 9:00 genes (roPerl and roPer2). Daily peaks in tumor cell
HALO. The daily fold difference of Bmall expression growth rates are immediately followed in time by peaks
in liver, however, was 26.1 fold, while that in tumors is in tumor cell cyclin E. Daily peaks in tumor cell
2.1 fold. mitosis occur at times removed from those of growth

In summary, tumor bearing mice, in normal diurnal and DNA synthesis, and the major peak in mitosis
conditions, are circadian entrained, as reflected by the follows that in Binall expression.
normal host locomotor activity rhythms and rhythmic
liver clock gene expression (Table 1, Figure 6). The
tumors within these mice are also circadian organized,
as reflected by circadian coordination of tumor growth,
tumor DNA synthesis (cyclin E), tumor cell mitosis, and
circadian clock gene expression (Bmall), but with an

Table /. Circadian Organization of Tumor Bearing Mice and their Malignant and Normal Tissues.

Daily P-value Peaks Peak time Daily Changes Daily Fold
Rhythm (Cosinor) /24 hrs (HALO)' (min; max) Differences

(max/min)
Locomotor Activity Tumor Bearing Yes <0ý001 1 18:50 0.10 ; 874.0 8700

Mouse
Tumor Growth Yes < 0.001 2 06:50 -68.0 , 214.0

Rate 19:20

Tumor Cell Cycle
Cyclin E Tumor Yes 0.006 2 09:20 0.045 ; 0.115 2.5

21:20
Mitosis Tumor Yes <0.001 2 11:20 1.80; 5.30 219

22:20
Clock Genes

Bmal I Liver Yes <0.001 I 21:00 1.50 ; 40.00 26.7

Tumor Yes 0.022 1 21:40 0.87; 1.87 2.1

mPer I Liver Yes <0.001 2 07:10 0.85; 2.85 3.4
19:10

Tumor No 0.54 - - -
roPer 2 Liver Yes <0.001 1 11:20 0.80; 6.95 8.7

Tumor No 0.29 - -
tlALO--liours After Light onset in 12L/12D 24-hour cycle.

bNot available due to the negative value.

Discussion poor prognosis and death (46, 47).
This is the first time that the circadian pattern of

Circadian Coordination of the Cancer Host cancer growth, cancer cell proliferation, and cancer cell
Interrelationship core clock gene expression have been concurrently

measured. In this study, we have monitored the
The balance between the host and cancer have been circadian locomotor cycle of tumor bearing mice from
shown to participate powerfully in biological the day of tumor cell inoculation to late stage of tumor
rhythms(26). The difference between cancer patient growth. The daily putative sleep/activity rhythms of
death and cure can depend upon the timing of therapy these mice are identical (period, activity level, sleep
within the daily or menstrual cycles of cancer disturbances) to those of normal non-tumor bearing
patients(20, 30). The central circadian pacemaker in the mice, indicating that the environmentally synchronized
SCN coordinates host circadian rhythms i.e. the daily host circadian clocks remain organized within these
sleep/activity cycle, the circadian order of hormone mice with growing, local, non-metastatic tumors. In the
production, and even the dynamics of cell cycle traverse tumor-free host liver tissue from these mice, circadian
(21). The environment and daily behavior patterns rhythms in clock gene expression (mPerl, raPer2,
(light, food intake, behavior) reset these rhythms each Bmall) remain coordinated and are similar in amplitude
day. Cancer-bearing mice and patients maintain their and phase to those reported in non-tumor bearing
circadian organization, to some extent, during early mice(41-45).
stages of cancer growth. These circadian rhythmicities
are often altered, but seldom, if ever, abolished later in
the course of cancer progression. Severe alterations of
host circadian organization are usually associated with



Circadian Coordination of Tumor Growth and Cell of both tumor cell DNA-synthesis and tumor cell
Cycle Events division.

Scheving et al were the first to report a significant
Hori et al is thefirst to have shown faster microscopic circadian rhythm of mitotic activity in human

tumor growth and higher blood flow in tumors epidermis(12). We described the circadian coordination
observed microscopically, twice daily, during mid of cancer cell mitotic index in a human skin cancer(26)

dark/activity compared to mid light/sleep(48, 49). We which is consistent with several previous clinical studies
demonstrate, for the first time in non-instrumented showing time of day differences in human cancer
animals, that gross tumor growth rate waxes and biology(50, 51). Similar circadian rhythmic coordination
wanes, unsubtly, during each day if tumor size is in mitotic index and S phase tumor cell distribution has

simply measured 6 times round the clock. Two daily also been reported in rodent tumor models(52, 53). We
peaks in cancer growth rate occur each day. The evaluated the tumor cell circadian rhythms of tumor cell

fastest tumor growth occurs during mid-activity and mitosis and DNA synthesis/cyclin E cell cycle
second peak occurs during mid-sleep. These findings checkpoint protein in t he s ame t umors i n which tumor
are consistent with Hori's results(48). The time of day growth rate differences were concurrently measured,

changes in tumor growth which we observed are round the clock. We also concurrently
explained only in part by differences in tumor blood
vessel density, and more fully by ordered daily pulses
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Figure 5. roPer land roPer 2 mRNA expression (as ratio to S 16 control gene) in paired mouse mamnmary tumor and liver tissues from tumor bearing
mice in early tumor stages. Significant daily rhythmic patterns of roPer I and roPer 2 gene expression were seen in the livers of tumor bearing mice with
major peak times at 7:10 HALO and 11:20 HALO, respectively (Cosinor 24 hr curve fit, pp,, I, <0,001, Pp,,e 2 <0.001). Daily rhythms were not
detectable in roPer I and roPer 2 in tumors from these same mice (P.p,,e, =0.54, pi.,_=0.56) (a) and (c ). mPerl in liver best fits a 24 plus 12 hour
rhythm with a major peak at 7: 10 and a minor peak at 19: 10 HALO (b). A significant daily rhythm of Bmal-I gene expression was demonstrated in the
paired tumor and liver tissues, respectively (1p,-=0.022, pl,,-<0.001 ). By 24 hr Cosinor period fit, liver and tumor, showed one daily peak in Bmal-I
expression at 21:00 and 21:40 HALO, respectively. However, the amplitude of the tumor Bmal-I is much lower than that seen in the liver (d) and (e).
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Figure 6. Daily sequencing of tumor cell cycle events, tumor growth, tumor clock gene expression and host locomotor activity.
Shown are the standardized fitted curves in tumor cell DNA synthesis, tumor cell mitosis, and tumor growth, which coordinately wax
and wane within a day and may be putatively linked to tumor peripheral clock (Bmall) gene expression and host's sleep/activity
cycle. Peaks in tumor cell growth rate are immediately followed in time by peaks in tumor cyclin E protein. Peaks in tumor cell
growth occur at times removed from those of DNA synthesis and mitosis, and the major peak in mitosis just follows that in Bmall.

measured circadian clock gene expression. Both the circadian rhythm In mPerl and mPer2 has, however,
G I/S checkpoint protein (cyclin E) expression and been lost. These analyses of tumor clock gene
tumor cell mitotic index vary rhythmically along a 24 expression were performed on bulk tumor tissue,
hour span with 2-3 fold daily differences in a largely which is heterogeneous, with areas of necrosis and
overlapping pattern with the rhythm in tumor growth host stromal cells(31). Further studies will employ
rate, suggesting that the same oscillator or pacemaker, microdissection to diminish sampled tumor tissue
may be controlling each of these rhythms. These heterogeneity by selecting only "healthy" tumor cells
observations obviously reflect the daily population for gene expression analysis. Daily changes in mPerl
dynamic of cell cycle traverse in the tumor Resolution and mPer2 protein levels will also need to be
of what is happening at the single cell level requires determined In these tumors. Given the data that we
determination of individual cell dynamics and requires have, however, we must tentatively conclude that these
serial non-destructive cellular observation in vivo, such tumor cells have partially lost their responsiveness to
as functional nuclear magnetic resonance and concurrent the host's circadian system. If these tumor cells have,
pathway specific molecular emission techniques. in fact, lost their circadian coordination of mPerl and

mPer2, it is clear that they have not lost the circadian
Circadian Coordination of Clock Gene Expression organization of tumor growth, DNA synthesis or

mitosis. This may mean that circadian clock function
The expression of the three key core clock genes is redundant. Bmall expression, with or without the

remains highly rhythmic in the liver cells from tumor coordination of other core clock genes, which we have
bearing mice. These findings are consistent with the not yet measured, may be adequate to transmit the
retention of normal circadian patterns of locomotor circadian information essential to coordinate daily

activity in these tumor bearing mice. In the tumor cells fundamental cancer cellular biology and to link these
from these same mice, BmaIl mRNA is rhythmically tumor cell proliferations to the central circadian clock.
expressed throughout the day with the same timing of These data show that circadian organization in cancer
the peak expression as that of the host liver, but with a cells persists without fully normal peripheral core

much lower daily amplitude. The expected tumor clock gene expression. This raises therapeutic



implications in that more fully complete circadian molecular control of
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Figure 7. Proposed coordination between cell cycle progression and peripheral circadian clocks. The clock gene products construct precisely timed
feedback loops within peripheral tissues, which are normally entrained by the same circadian clock in die SCN, as well as by rhythmic inputs from non-
SCN inputs (e.g. feeding). Tissue peripheral clock gene products may be functional modulators of•€i tecl ycle. For example, BmalJ expression, which
peaks during the late dark phase of a day, activates the expression of Wee!, and Wee! phosphorylates Cdk I and Cdk 2, and inactivates these kinases.
Consequently, both cyclin E and BI are activated and promote the cell cycle transition from GI tO S and from G2 to M, which may coordinate the peaks
of cyclin E (DNA synthesis) and mitosis during the late dark phase of the day. Per! expression peaks during the mid light phase of a day and up
regulates P53 protein expression, which subsequently down regulates cyclin BI e:xpression and stimulates the expression of P21 protein. Down
regulation of cyclin B I directly inhibits cell mitosis while accumulation of P21 proteini itnhibits Cdk2 and stimulates cyclin E, which may coordinate the
peak of cyclin E (DNA synthesis) during the mid light phase of the day. The daily rhythm in Per! gene expression (and Per2), however, may not be
critical since it was absent in these tumors which still maintained these rhythms in cell cycle events. E box response elements (or other response
elements, R) are common to clock genes and cell cycle genes.



cancer cells might help to control their growth. A third possibility must also be entertained, namely that circadian
core clock gene expression within cancer cells is irrelevant to the demonstrated circadian coordination of cancer

cell proliferation and cancer growth.

How are circadian clock genes linked to cellular proliferation?

Cell cycle traverse is mediated by a number of cellular proteins. Cyclin E, which binds to Cdk2, shows peak of
expression in late G1(54) Cyclin E-Cdk2 activity is required for initiation of DNA replication and for transition from
GI to S phase(39). Cyclin BI is a key regulator of the transition of cells from G2 to M phase. Cdkl forms an inactive
heterodimeric complex with cyclin BI which is maintained in an inactive form by phosphorylation by WEEI
kinase(54). CdkI is converted to an active form by dephosphorylation by the dual specificity phosphatase,
Cdc25C(55). P21, as well as WEE I, each modulate the activities of a number of Cdks acting as multi-potential Cdk
inhibitors causing cell cycle arrest at either GI/S or G2/M interfaces(56-58). P53 functions in controlling the G1 /S and
G2/M transitions by increasing the level of P21 protein and by decreasing expression level of cyclin B11(59). Matsuo
et al. showed that the circadian clock coordinated the expression of cell cycle-related genes, such as weel, which in
turn modulated the timed expression of active Cyclin B1-Cdc2 kinase (Cdkl) (60). Fu et al. showed that several cell
cycle regulated proteins (e.g. Cyclin DI, Cyclin A, mdm-2, and gadd45ca) were circadian disorganized in Per2 mutant
mice(61). Bjarnason et al. reported the ordered expression of P53, cyclin E, cyclin A, cyclin BI, and Ki 67 proteins
throughout the day in normal oral mucosal biopsies (24, 62). The rhythmicity of cell mitosis was coordinated with the
rhythmicity of Bmall gene expression both in normal human oral mucosa and in our mammary tumors (24, 63). The
use of E-box DNA response elements, common to both circadian clock genes(64) and cell cycle genes(65), may allow
for coordination between circadian clocks and cell cycle (Figure 7).

In summary, these data are the first to show that daily rhythms in cancer growth, cancer cell DNA synthesis, cancer
cell mitosis and at least one cancer clock gene expression pattern are each maintained within cancer cells in vivo.
They further show that coordinate circadian expression of all circadian clock genes may not be essential for the daily
coordination of cancer cell proliferation, indicating that circadian controls of fundamental cellular processes may well
be either both robust and redundant or irrelevant. These data mean that the timing of any drug targeting a cancer cell
proliferation-related target if given at optimal times within the day, may improve therapeutic effects.
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SVINIVARY

A mrusmary tumor cell line, designated KT'CL, was successfully established from u mnouse prmary mammary tumor"
'ti- (MTP). The MTCL cells retain cytokeratin and both estrogen receptor (ER) and proetrerone receptor (PR) in vitro. In

vitro exposure of MTCL cells to pn gesterorn causes a decrease in the cellular 'H-thymidmne uptake, indicating an
inhibition by progeterone on MTCL cellular deaxyribonlureic Acid synthesis, whereas exposure of the cells to a high
dose of estrogen (15 pgIml) for 48 h causes an increae of fH-thymidinn uptake. We inoculated both MTP or MTCL tumor

a cells Into normal cycling femtale C1 HeBFerJ mice and demonstrated that the post-rewtion metastatic recurrence of MTCL
tumors, like the originad MTP tumors. depends on "he time of tumor resection within the mouse carrous-.cycle Stage. Both
MTCL and WiTP tumors have similar histological appearances with the exception of less extensive tumor necrosis and
higher vasulaanrty in M(TCL tumors. Equivalent levels of sex hormone receptors (ER u. ER 0. and PR), epithelial growth
hormone receptrm (Het2Jneu, ECFRI), turner strpprross (BRCAI. P53), and cell apaptosis-rcleant protein (bc-,l-)
were found in these n ViVO tumorTs by inmnmnohtstocheristry. Cyclin E protein, however, was significantly higher in 11l'
tuimurrs compared with MTCL iumors. Our results indicate that MTCL cells retain many of the biologic features of the
original XT? prtimary tumor cells, and to our knowledge, it is the first in vitro cell line that has been shown to maintain
the esuttoa-cycle dependence of in vivo cancer metastait.

Key wm%4: mamnmary neoplasma. surgerr. fertility cycle: metastasis.

IhctKODUCrTIGr cycle differences tn tumor growth and metastatic potential aftr tu-

mot resctioti.The cells of the human breast, as well as cancer c•lls arising Cell lines, established from human and rodent mrammnrary tumors,
within this urgan, are profoundly affected by female sex hormones. are the mnst commonly used in vitro models for breast camreir se-
Beatason (10196), more than 100 yr ago, demonstrated that removing search. Each of the cell limne has its own unique biologic features,
tile ovaries. which cyclically produce rex hormones (progestarone which have facilitated cancer research its malry ways. It is often
and estrogen), from young wonen with advanced breast cancer challenging to establish a cancer cl line from a well-chracterized
caused the cmrcet to shrink And in some cases disappear entirely, primary tumor that retains its original biologic features. Primary
fiw the ensuing years, many of the biochemical and molecular car- tunýr "Ala in emltusi for lung puriuds tend to loss the unique mi-
nections between sex huormnma and breast cancer pfgr-esion have lecular characteristics of the parent cencer. For example, sex hor-
been better defined. Because of our interest in biologic rhythts. mone receptors may he lnst or altered. These molecular alternations
sueh As the ea•rma (in mice) or rmtrarral (in women) cycle. we dida •rie oftumr , t'tn epermet• n goul ofcycingfemle may subsequently chargt• tumor biolorgic behavior, iLe.. enhance or
a series of torsor resoctions expsrinrentu in groups of cycling femanle diminish tumor growth, invasion. or metastatic potential (Hambly er
mice (Ratajetsk eit AL. 198-, Bore et al., 2002). We found that an Al., 1997). To study the influtence of fertility cycle and sex hormone
operation designod to cure mice of mamnmary rumors dlid so two to rmodulation of tumor surgical curability. it is best done in a syngeriic
three times more freqiently if thc surgery was done during the time hoat tumor model where the immune system remtains intact We
uf the cycle when both progestermon stnd estrogen were prevent in recently succeeded in establishing a new tumnr cell line trom a
ihigh concentrations. We also found that mammary tumor growth well-characretivaed mouse primnary marmrary tumor (MTP) that can
waxes and wanes during the mouse fertility cycle, with the highest be studied in vitro and in sygenic intact host in iivu. We have
tumor growth rate at the itestrus stage and the lowest grouth rote demonstrated that this new breast eanter cell line retains many of
at tire estrus stage (Kobayahi at al., 2002). It is logical. therefore, the in vitro and in vivo biologic features of the original MTP tumors
to suspect that the cyclic changes in sex hormonal si ilieu in estrous- including fertility-cycle mntastatic potential. The
or mensrrral-cycle sages are responsiible, far the obvious fertility- availability of in vitro and in vivo tumor syste.ms concurrently will

actcelerate exploration of the mechanisms by which the estrous. ,-
To whis nrrsjd rshrrt t.u kesti aE-s .t p-r.t •rana. t mcntsru.s-ycle stags at the tiree of canir rosrtion •f•t•s cm -

esuil2trts-riar-rr static spread and breast cancer outcome.
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iit a at qe Mice a oosed hi(for.. peor cap) in An en.4vis.ioem.tmo, controlled using stantdard crteia (Mllon. 1922). ilcienutermrd sinlait the maawue am-
n.atural taclity writh 12 Is toit Alternating iwiti 12 hI dark, All eipoimcntel uneios cycle wia ahlaltd

wre in compliance with doio Natienal Institutes at Health Gatle ft Caread Thoter cell mossalaw. Shigne-c.'il eepemtim. oe preparedl from MTP
Uie ito Loi~abuet Animale wond hairt benno aptimid by the Insittionaeil A..- io.imawy rumors and MTCI- cell raiuxuletono. Thei iyll wishful was desi,-mneer
imil Cotn A.nd UVis Comemnstee (the Wire.,.t Again Mrdin-i Ceae, Animal willh iqplau blue (Signma). The taeilh tulimr ,e.l• (2 x tOi) in W . l bW ic
Cast tAnd Uses Comneltuti). RPMI medium withiri tent. t•ee inulatedelae l) an thl.. ik

Cdil eal'ruv. In geersald. etanold swnl o.einchtiobe.eno f vell culuewernet. a( tie minka foe tumer growth ituly or ani the right kind leg oft mace for surlitl
stioad. Cell# were girwis In iii...d culture aleenbat aid e~a S-11 C6, save, ~ mofastatic Stuidy usling a 0.S-mi syringe w"ii a 28GGZ itwedle.
iphetnr at 3-, C nitti pawave i a cenissmeee Cell wearts valttod ins Roadowell 7lme sis wastmeateAwomo and tauidea grIniA ady. T1aenmei-toaanrg mic woer
Park M•enoreald Ilanitia.-1640 (RP I II1640) anedoim ntniainiti S-10% Jfoit alhaeceail daily lidr tie na edll MIinoulation, nex the wt iie wa mite.-
bei.i Serui (M13, CISCO fivntlried Co.) AM antiitics (IlKO IUWe ples- eumrd a. d same time of a day by the moe ihlividtid usinig ealipe (length

will.. G And 2S gjnal geuiinmhvie). lIn ntaxroarinents, wnsm:e. cell& werat troatend by weidth by height) untiil etthanatia at laterstages of wtionie growtsh. The
witi iou h stitteosi. piroiltnd-fr media.. with S% F'IIS ca waie. The tumor Aide doubling tines were calculated a the expadential growth pereelo
eaxperimenal controls wave try..ed In parallel by tadi.g tim telm valhme of Al beth MTP and kTCl. intemma (the lit-ean id o thn tamet. grut•wt i t•• e•)

icr. I i ell t Ut itre medium. bured -n Sitt cuene.liinm eaqtyiome (CA-Crichet Graph III).
Eoeabitionitmea ofmerat.s mawaitmery toirma "Ifl line in vier. A putc. o itfresh Sturtctl tattde, reacttive and moteeteoto 04-Y. Freom the iorad da Ailto

itvnl# MT1I p •imary tumortissuie l iw ip -eld i ll PMI-Mm140 1 iedW m toiler itu inoculaition. daily vagtmiit l w inners wora lerfoed end the mntiee'x i
imaerdiolt-ly after surgical hneclimletm ii. t ahe umat.. and a ehigio.coll aem• eutw-cyc-lain stage wie datirentd. Tawt ae they tweameoin naeiatulb,
pen..aonii te prearedm by toerciris the fuanot tissue ihtoiugh A metad riernee itere measured daity by the -i. .iwtelit"elned acme mwwecA by hard lerg
After remiouilettiee At 250 x Ig far 10 min. the cell pelelt was u on n lvel amputation in our t the foar titioii-rl Ma itmo, a id ar•a t-isr t i
in rulture mtediunmt The inglernll Tihienwmea a.. aedati aa aee rtoian ut 6OO mm (11-12 di .hel tinier -- Sieralm Attntae Ma t itei• t ailtuiid dily
of 2 xi ltP .i..le cells in 60-tram culitur dih.h. (Fak-R. ilee Dickuiot for 3-4 wt. Mice waet excluinirl trino the analysis of ciabiblt it they were,
Inc.., Friklia LUike.. NJ) The ubrno. med•im win lait exuhciia t! the ne -i feuid with lical reent tem i~ a the ajicatal le ie nite. The iienaming
do) whein *ell aulachument Andt -proodling waem raearted. anilthe) t efrniteihedl rmanils were cae uittnnly Soitloaed. ..arifctid whn~t .. efttbe mricie tluL. end
t-ie a woeeb. The ecituied calls were tnipoiniitemd sand pass-ionl into. tows tuber Ataidetid. Ta deavrteet k peen it. framt raborit oft metsstaime, 166, bo~th laoop
wtaen the ottlel reachedticefiitrewee, TU etlceltranias wer conimaidly manl-, se fited in the Beouin'$ litoibw (fPly+ciewr lot:+) oureight. T1ir white
timned in the Above cItte tnaruiu Aid eventullyli etymittenead at the 50th untie mtaitedltic rdilale iwe etoeniteil and costennd did a di asvri;mg
passage in liquid nitrogin amco.iiliig tio hr standardei procedur fr c toig-teian MilmCOP (Fi4thr Soienlitic PhinsliWrI,. Pikl Other Sinti. (argued) ofl elet.

Stortage. lootaid writ act gimiely diranteid.
AtrnwiarY oawner -4 fine Psafiejlrsoiia u-in .A ii. Tdoedisabing tioto of the Por."iealiln afotaxm. ie... www e Tenet. tiautee ceoscte i hem mete in the

mandaty taumr tell •1ine (ITCI.Q cell popilalimo a. the S0th passage w ts am growth Stuiy vere f••d in 10%. lbattered feameaie fur 24 t wnd r-
d•etntnar by daily "eAl nueaione On ly 1i, I1 X 101 yh MrTCL e. d • d in pendth).. One u emottylit. died iosi (ll&Ef-aualdned ctvinae wor
waen sended in •ir 60mm daithes. wicha lid grid brio on the butim. preepared floeh teemer ispecimen Aid! euiteodnied by a padtoliti ito aclýt
Cello, in the orelovimed ate. of carl diesk it. nomrated waket a craneeuid iiuial meti .rpanoueetative. Artend Thi -i-ti..ai doet alei.itienn witihi the daenti
mitttctnelpe daily, end the iemmotge t11 nimbea iol three xen-a reom n eah .1 tliuer iit. Ieb l.c Fac titue. armey tliin A tinsel. acrai inslrmlorc tIte-
the three difeht.. wals calcuil The tuee.ou, cell Prlifleratlio .a was aPt- cerc leatdummnet, Silter *gfin#, AID) a -it 1. o aiil ioni titanfcr the
td. etii the cell tlrittbalo titer wa' can iuletetlast bi ian the cusve-tltia lce. c. itle" a i prvrilbil hale iot a r.e-tiattilc iriafot deck for eFo -'
equation CGA-Cricket Cmpii It1) l Idbor k tMlplIo-sua tiesu cue, o f-t diane-tat wi-r e tao lAet l tr-

ronuaro i setae herianeod by il11ftahtiejuse, efe . To tra win in.t.mepti.- toy.d title iby alc int he i-.-tieeni black Multiptt S-le tri-ttee-i iere Iitin
e oi eh the tmer calls It aci hormeru.Ars MTCL cti, *,iem iiuleateil with cut hrim the tisue array, blieb. end the tat-iene - moeuntd a the p..

dhiffetent taetatnralemot or peupeutrimare (Sign.t Chemiwa Cn., SA, Lottie. MO) ilttirechrgn id dae Alide.. CSorgifthý
And nsived~ot is'ata)"Ilo Th efeci if titee litnteceity.. tan-a cell tlecnni. Imnrayelrnem-arenetcea.tl etiniv feraihcai. Fitr on-
bemoutruc akid (DNA) syaloihetia ifi..dtrariand by tli-lttemadncle uptake a.- neyleim alaatiy.,.wo Mit.CiL~ o to e. - edeil in. ctambitii ahlni.
say petrfieoud in 24-well pliaw (Falcon. lBecte Dikiui.ee. LU tle P&a. (LA•D-'TF It chamber slidt-, Nellu None Internatienall at a cceri• nttatei
N J). TIh. trelli enm utrmlc at a nelcentraiotn of 2 x 10 celstinl and af Ix Ic IF cellml ain collairel wail 80% eradl•eic Cr1b, wer thean
itritblteld letl 2-tli in pie-n-l te-free -lHl cudit.i medium, The meldium wias w.anhed with I x MP1 fir S mir aind facte IS 15 tnia at -2• C with ctIJ
theo oydloaced by I il fresh tndium containing dilflrnit concemtrations of mtihinl.

toteu iteuruwe (30A(A and 90 nglml) oa -troadill (S. M Ad 15 pgmi) or a For inmiehictreni~dl enal die tissue artry ncti•nt.lte. Ar dcpac.
mixture of piogeste•ni• (60 ngtedl) end ltralchil (10 phnil/l) and incubated affmobtniatio. MW hydraltia ware hea in a iaiei-teae Al 7Wi W in arebaim
fior 4. Ot 12 U ALadloh. lE.ach affluentorowdspiatios was perlfomed citme buffer t(O I tmd. It" 610) faa 7 nen tvice.Thelles for both itm-
ie The ranigcof a.ocniunoln s of ponin• Iarni atnm d entrogen wait mutsttins m i-ene 1hen ewksad itn PUS (ilt 1.72) flo lera twiie. The lieoe
chtasen a. efetrrean it toie phliiilg utaoi lnatimaciioa d arm mhe , in tiiadger' pest.itat sctiity at balat-a lo '1i I1O, in ltBS li,. IS .i.,
mice (Michael. 1976: Sergtian et al., 1972) The coteritratihis of proper. Stlides em inciuated wtbh mnoriml Sipt serum (or I hI Aini t ipr•tuit.c.
leete And itleagron at thi- inouulrdy 1iha of t itm. elmlue aW rls The p• irpey deluted peiorindy Amilihe.d• cae itnmmieauiil on th int- rea
in niae hate le-efa etpIud i or 01 nplFl and 10.IO p•/•m. resprntlciny. in. cohtmeidor a4 Ct .C toriigli. Thn -,nvidthy antirtlirae And All oatirpire IAliC
hotim.., befe-e ell berteauing. 0.5 pCi ir sarthyl-tl-thydtiilmd r (Ameatetan stuaining bit. Seant C"t iti•rl.cowi~gy. Scoa C-.. CA) 'ante applied "
Phacueati 844-h. lib.. Piaiialavay. NiJ) i.- aid to te wells and ieeel incuiatted hc 30 min. it mdie t tme.trtity. Ileluten t• ia.
bated far aol oalitional heir. The medium wai emoiore. and leit& were liai. slide. ac tiiere tIthu toi. (IS wa raiti) in Pt. The culer can
ca~esri thre- amine- h0 reecuolt phoepltateit-hafeitiml edee (Mi) And lyned oaleseinytmi by 11.3'-iohntimoleioyridii,r tetiohytbetilo"l. wall the ne-aena
c.oh 11 Iie buffuer, The n actmitay in heIra Ilae wta rel mith ah. liquid c wordlfially ceam eiand w ath H tniyli. T hel.. n ie nulcial
-.- illtlihi Pnic (LSC-ll. Ala&. Toayo, Japa• . otsirniml was peroel vituin the primary anmtody inciaati•n. The ebi,it

Atien ityiwtoortmy. Fmale i mice tae Anesthelatiz et iniace l pnlycl•ail Anitibdine aglait nolog motpit (ER a. 1. 40( El It. I 1U)0.
ojrtiitm al kelbutoot (75 meg/g) ocrtpwrem ins (I mg/blg), And ylaus-if 110 portgesittae nintfilr (PR. reantion eith lak• A and Suabypes. 1-400).

onudfkill A -1 smell iiwse ca- wnate en .me I&".. "il of the body, sand the lbrorvowne PX0).EFRI (ItlO0l. SPICA 1I41,4 . lt5.3 (121K)) crrl;n CElI
Sliitrtitng i~hite• IA jad., ohid inmliemd dthn eia tarc pulled eeL. Ah amea 100). bld-ti 2 (•0)• &n cuytalliratin (pe.r.kyrmlbucati. KItI were ip.,
a,- ailiahet . eple••adardl S nen latdner the erie.o e•nd• awm the dina .haet 6cm Sant Crv.. All theta samilloe aate• ammitue 1. hunan. routie,.

u-i aoere. wi 0 th e the ta1, T sIthen il ed mAS tied jut• beneath And rot entieats Aerc e r atoii-BRCA1 And -S3, whilc• ace eely nw -u aid
liev heecustat. Anit the slits wuirael caii than thsell with a aiese clip,. Tie palteroctine. The sections 'ante siewed usingf a Zuien meteteet-ee (icen. Gt-r-
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atny), rand Images were captured using a SPOT digital camrera (lDiaguoreic
lt,,mmuam, 11.).)

Quantitlatie antakists Wof nasanosmaisis signed us t~ee ela& The tuor
tissue army suetions t wee a"noed with the • aibodi were sd
for these quarnttaive analysis. The digital loages from each of the tu r
thise cos ywm analysed using SigmnaScn P•m4 (SM loý Cbkao n1).
Two new which wyae uepnseeu end consisted o roly viablle smwrtoll
woe selected frem each titsue mom lt. objectives of meutmmoem in eack
of them stam wen defied end eeted by an optimal •p•etintensity. The
ame and averaw e iutaety of te "objectives wen then measured. wed mtd
intensity was calculated am Obi...,,e m average Intensity X area. The meanl
of average be•sty af all objectives freas ae rumor thm core (M-.) was
huncher caltolased. TI negative control slid. were amls measured to estimhte
thet heckgmound staitn intensity %f~.W than etodilied tde lil, by
subiractins the average bekgroustaining, and the fiesal Awale for cal-
oulatlag; th M_ was ML_, (kllg 255 - log M_.,,) - fte 2MS - log
B_,)e (Sells ac &1, 1992 You at 4L. 19"6)hs lb.ieumotsinealing signal
intensaitie (M"_) of the triplicte tisu eomes from the sa MTP or MTCL
umors were th averaged.

T7ewn bleod usual comese Tumor thIsse army sections weet stained wish
COt31 eihedy (PIAM-1. 1:1000). Tim CD9l-positive--eaietd wumeblood
vessels were quantitatively eovsalsad Imags of the Widmaen tissues eots
fro dhe mine nsmr wr capred and saved in lm Numbies d •im tumor
blWed vessele In eaith Of te Upl tisue cae wMee them cosmd. Averege
number of tusnor blood vesel~s per ama in ea& tumor was thten calcuadeed. l

Ssodamse anuilyri For each nosnelar" value, sUch as Oth isumber of cul- 1
etorrid UK"m" cells, number of tmior blood vessels. end tumoer osho, meam and
smtard deviation were cal.ulated (stend•rd anum wat used in graphs). Ft. I Muame-y tnne call thsn (IL) cell morpholog in vitro At
Comparisons bewee two groups was done by -tost, med coomparii between the 5Wth Passg of cell culture MTCL stationary umor cell becime a
the means was done by one-way analysis of varince with slgnificance at P predominate aed population with trusmosar or polygonal cell shape, l a,w-
<0.ý05. ros. X~40 phase obJective tens), and snome of the cells are strogy %tained

with a Pen- hntibody, typical feetnuis of epethelial cells (k X40

RESULTS light obecve lns),

Esiablishmeh u 0nMNc*o in Vitro. MIT tumor cells (2 X 104) were
inoculated eultoutanreausly can the flaink of a 3-mo-old female
C3HeBFeJ mouse. Two week. later, the tumor was eceeted, and a
single-cell suspension was preparod from the meet vital pan of the
tumot That tue mo colls were then seeded in a 60-am culture di"b
with RPMNT cultue medium. The culture medium was replaced on
the second day of culture, when some of the cells had adhered to _

the bottom of the culture dish. The shapes of the cells at this point
were highly heterogeneous. After the first replacement, the medium T
in the culture dish was refteshetl twice a work. The cultured cels b rn
when they reached conflueoce, we•e trypsinied and passeged into S
new dishes. Ar the 50th cell passae, the cell population was quite
uniform. An epithelial-like tumor cell population (ITC became 1o T
prodomt ant. Thea npttelital tumor cells wene polygonal in shape, / .1
varied in size, and were postive for cyetoklerstitn immunostaining, as
an typical of agnant epithlial cell (Fig. 1). Althouhother 0
cells, i.e., fibroblast cells (Ornt spindle in ahape) and small mono- 0 2 3 3 .a
nucleated cells (sphemoid in shape), were observed at earlier stages
of the culture, the number of these cells decreased during succes- Days after cell seeded
srve cell passages, and very few £brablasl-like cells were found Fyc Z. In viro Vowh kinetics or mausessy tumor cl line (MTCL)
between the mablprant epithelial ~ells at the 50th passage. To es- cells. 1TCL cells mem seeded in triplioet dte, and el number as
tinate die prolferative rate of MTCL cells, we seeded equal num- quantitated in selected areas dsily The culuored MTCL cells showeda slow
bae of MTEL tutor cells into triplicate dishes. We counted the cell initial increase in cal number ad than proedlfeed expaponeiaolly The cell
numbers in elected maen daily. M'•CL cells had a qpiJ lh - population doubhing tdensat the linear range of the growth eume is 41 h.

calcuilated based -n thes curve-toing; equation. Yjj, = 1 t&4xý - 134.7.
at the begiming of the culture and thern Vow exponentially afer a Values se momns ± sandao d "Tors.
day or two (itg. 2). The oell doubling time at the linear tan of dte
tumor cell proliferation curve was estimated to be 41 h.

Expriorn of ER and PR proteins and response to =s hormoeas ER ard PR, we cultured the cells in chamber slides and then
in tim Expreesion of sex hormone receptors, ER and PR. is a stained the cultured tumor cells with anti-ER at, anti-ER p. and
major biochemical characteristic of the original MTP mammary tu- anti-PR anibodies immunocytochemically. Figure 3 shows that
mor cells. To determine if MTCL tumor cells retained expression of most of the MTCL cells express ER a. ER 0, and PR at the 50th
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FTc. t ji m se , ha cfss .tre tuexeok nsa monar ruo mI
hWe (MTCL) cells MTCL woo 6 wr h d Ow ia id,
a•d ta5ined4 mnore t empte (ER) o. £l 11, and |

Preatrol-ns Ow ssi i Mo f h MTCL call. are pusuiti y

stai-os ,ro hm a. a tibodis 7 16 Poitiv oeoito awe msainly foWW in the a

nml (thak, 6.-) Wf woo - famd 1. do ieo 0 cO a a-

a... bie (X40 tigio ob39rMe tol 
tweent ao e .4.

passage of the culture. These rceptors are mainly fool withiw the

cell nucleua yet, somne of them we *a in tectpam

To e•aIuate the responsiveness of MTCL celI, to aem o-mores,

we exopsed the cell* in vitm to different concentrations of proove-

teronse (30. 60O, and 90 ognW ) and etoadiol (N 10, andl 15 pgjml) . .........

for 2., C 6,12. 24, mid 48 h and then determined the 'li-thymidine

uptake to ase.. whether haroratse exponure affected the tumoer CC,-

lolar DNA synthesis. Ex~poxog MTCL cella to progesterone alone

diminished cell capacity to take up aH|-tbymddine (Fig. 4k. lThe 'H- t

thymidine uptake in pmgotcrone-exposed MTCL cells wa signif-

Iaiettly lower when compored with thtat of the vebficle-expreed calls * a a

(P < 0.01). Conversely. expoostog MTCL cell to a bighec does of4

estradlol (iS pg/ml) for 48 h intoeead the rare of 'thymaidine4

uptake (P - 0.04$), although there were no changes in qll-thymi- FIC, I in4 p•,l mws emprartion Dean .d tiow norW11-

dicte uptake with lower yt •& of estrogen exposuc (Fi& 46) (Sa nd throw" uptake of moaueaay to- cel l tine (MiCI) r-ls6 in ,mlopae ut

10 psnat, P > 0.05). We also exposed MTCL turor melia to a peo tme • 4)ll. esartp. (•), and prilwtawne ptlu mtt•ws (a)•To canpar

comabeination of proietemone (60 nogfoa) and estradiol (10 pWaod) for iborpatat, oI'H-hmllaa t a difen engmae t we".w
maliad eace a the H-11hynoatlce. radisntn t a(no hIaaae-amend

diferent times (2, 4. 6. 12, 24, and 48 h. Similar to the• eas of Ar- &ibe ,*ti to iaretae ral ivity &wos• retp• iag control

exposaing MTCL cells to pecacotmotoe alowe, the comabinatiott of pro- cnt~s l'pmnaeote (P)w. as .'l at A0 (A aW 90 tag/al and ,oetnae RE at

V--eawe (60 nt/am) and eatradiol (10 peml) significantly ale S. to, adt pg/l VotW.I W- w• . C a eodoan

cresed the rates of MTCL tell 'H-thymnidine uptake. indicating that

the effect of progaestemone on MTCL cellular aH-thynidhlne looro-

potation was dominant (Fig. 4c). pearance. howe•et MTCL tumorg gowth was foAoe than MtPt tumor

In ee kot growth We inoctalted 2 X 10' MIM syneic growth. The MTCL tumor sien in rtve doubling time ai the linea

moor cels subcutaneouly on the fmk eoiamicetoettheisr growth phase woo about 31 h, 10,8 h shorter than that of MTP

tuanongenicity, Aa a parallel control, the oame number of oiable tunona (41.8 hi) At lae alar of tumor growth. MW tumaor-beatng

MW rg•igal pimary tuore CrCll$ was inoculated an another Iptop mice begrm to show apparent body fat low. lowed morion, and

afire urn mice. We monitored the tumorr growth daily for motethan • redlkal hair appeaoa , at which point they wenre eauthaooldt. How.

3 wk and sacrificed the mice at later sara of turnoer poth. About evex. at similar amsu sixes, mice with MTCL turots demonstrated

10 d after MTCL tumor cell inoclation, a palpable tumtor woo frst nornal eating, grooming, and activity without apparent laos of body

found in threm of the five miae. Two days late% a messuable tmrnr faL All tare of the .ML tamor-beoting mice were physically well.

was formed in the other two mire. The verage time to inmitial MTCL eren though they were beang bigger tumaw.

tumor appearance woo 11 d (Fig. 6), 4 d mar than the average Fmelafy-ycke-dwPtodent eot a mre.atay of MTP end M7.L

initial appearance of the original MW rumors. After the initiatl op. tmort. The fertility-cycle star at primary tumor roosetion, so we
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Atc. 5. Surgical cure mots, with primary tumor resection pofonned a Ffc. 6. Tumor growth kintics in vvoi AMor mor 7 luragrcel line

diflfent- eatrou-crcle -Ia"e (premiums. "utni. metsstzms. and dinetna) for (AMT4Calels were jescilamod Wae o~pogthoeemired mine (a - 6 eiientgroupl
MTP and sammary tumor cell line toumrc. Numbers within te Jior w the and tumor sme. oorn mmured doay te average initia time to appearance
number of onoed oinoal aie. od JTCL tumor was I1 d. 4 d loner the n that of KM? tomom (7 ) After

1 w initial appeo e hIowevon, &flL t•mo•s igew fater than NTy to-
mom did. Tbhe #,po•entil phase or tumor growth (the linear mnp of the

have reported previously (Ratajcrak ct al 19•t8 Bove etatL, 2002), growth €cmn-Dar 7 to Day 13 fr MI? tumor. Day 15 to Day 20 for NTCL

affects the MT? tumor distant otestasic toutronceu rate, Tb cooa- tumor) we. chosen for cumvefittln anidysos and tumor doubling time were

part the metastatic potential of MTCL tumors with that of original lu d band o the falow euation Yon, - 574X0, - 46426. Ye
- 73X.- 11.238.5. The umor doubling time of IdCL tumor is about

MTP tumors, we inoculated MTP or MTCL. tumor cell* into the right 31 h. 10.8 h .mor than that of MTp tumor. (41.8 1t). W•wue we means .

hind leg of two groups of nomal cycling inuce (34 mice in one and standard enos..
42 mice in anothat). Both tunmr and leg wove restaed when the

tumor grew to an average site of 600 aun
t 

(11-12 d afemr tumnr

inoculation), and the tumovor-esung voice were observed for an ad-
dwotal 3-4 wk. at which tine they were euthuamed to screen for

lung roeantasets. In both tumor models., a fixed rafte of local twuor
rocurrence was som. We found that 23,5% of mice with MP tumor

mid 31% of mice with MTML umot developed early local recur-
rece after resecio. The loeal tumor recurrent rates demonstrated
no association with the time of tumor teecton within NMne fiNtlity
wages (Ml? mior P - 0.55K MTCL tumot P - 01215). The oce

without local recurrent tumors were contunually followed. sacrificed,
and autopsited later to scem for the lung meisasume We demon-

strated than 42.3% of mice with rteected M"P tumors and 42.AM

of mice with mocted MTCL tumors developed lethal lung metas-

tases. Excluding local recturrences supc cum rtes were 28.6
and 55.3% when the MTP and MTCL tumor resection surgoes,

respectively, were petformed within the dieatnm stage, whereas

100% cure rate were lound in both groups of mice when the •M
and MTCL tumor rescetion surgeries were performed within the
es.rt stop(a i 5). The ,sudcad cure rate of UTC an

tumnor were significantly associated with the surgical time within Fla. 7. Hilsolog featums d MIT? ad mamary tumor cell line
(MTCL) tumors. Seettons was peepered lrom MT? snd MTCL toerm blocls

mouse estroua-cycle stagae (P - 0.044. P = 0.027) with newly and staned with hemsioylin and simn. M'P o•n= thow ntrdisperedi

identical patterns in both tumor types. This biologic behavior is patches of neeasis (a, dw* bhw arros) with smaller we"aa. viable tumor

identical to that reported previously (Iatajcrak et at.. 198%- Bore titsues (a. Alg& tfo arow). whereas MTCL tumora shw much eas nsecrsti

at al., 2002). and more numrut blood vesses (b, smeU arao.). The cancer cello in both
r ateuum appear as andifierentiated Malignant epitheial calls (a and k X tO

CodPoru olo ofhe MT? o MTCL turner'. Tl~ 5 ; lltit objective tan). Both HTP and MTCL toner. are stongly pan-eyreku-

sues from the growth study of ovx mice were immediately evaluated owin positive (reand A X40 ligh objective leos).

grosly oaler they wnc dissected fum the .mice. The MTCL tumors
appeared an encapsulated subcutaneous tumors with bite invasion

of underlying tissues. On gro impaction. instead of extensive ne- five MTP mnd MTCL tumor tissues were fined in formulin and em-

eroeio, a typical feature of MW tumor, MTCL tumor. demonstrate bedded in paraffin blocks. Sample H&E slides were inspected, and

only small patches of necroi These finding were supported by viable areas of predominant tumor cels were selected for mosre de-

microscopic comparison of the H&E-stained tumor sections (Fig. 7a tailed studies. A tssue array block was created by biopsy of each

and bI) The vital parts of both tumon&, however, have similar light tinnr block at thes microscopically optimal areas. ThiWty tissue

microscopic characteristics. Both tumors expres cytmkatin protein corns (three from each tumor sample) rwea arrayed side by slde.

(Fig. 7c and a) and consist of typical undifferentiated malignant Sections of this tissue army weo cut and prepared for imtmunobls-

epithelial calls. tochemical assessment of key tumor proteins. The expressions of all

Curnrauve in mtos breas cancer proem r Each of the the selected tg prtins in ill tumor tissues were first assesed
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TABLE I

COMPARATIVE IN VIVO PROTWIN EXPRIESSION IN MTP AND MTCLTUMORS AS ASSESSED BY IMMUNOHISFOCIIEMICAL STAININ(; AND
DIGIIAL IMACING QUA•nTATIONO

S., loss... ~Epli"Wls vxuv

EHt a ER A PR Eew C•FRI Pe IItLAI Cydi. E

M)TCL
OD 0.26 022 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.12 0.21
SE 002 0.02 0.01 001 0.02 O.02 002 0.01 Q.01

MTP
00 0M 0,26 0.0 0U23 024 0.22 a24 0.18' 0.23
SE 002 0.02 0.01 002 0A3 (.01 ( 003 0.01 0.02
• MTT pnm w mr maua r . MtTCL mammary tenewc il ltie ER. e•rope vre ~, PR. p•iseInow mctptý. O0, sen. aptic1 d,,nsity (w.. AMr,ýl

a-dgeolindi SE, ,,mtdal mot.
Valus. toe based on a tog scole.

' P value Its than 0101 .rae IC). rL pared noth NIT

under the mncrowcpe and then quantitatively measured by digital
image analysis. Sx hormone receptors (ER I, ER P, and PR) were
expressed at equivalent levels in both MITp and AITCL tumors, hto.
teins related to epithehal growth hormonal receptors (Hey2lheu,
EGFRI), rumor suppresion (BRCAl. P53). and cell apoptosis (bcl-
xl) were also expressed at similar levels in both tumors (Table 1).
The signal intenity of the cyclon E immunostain. however, was
significantly higher in hITP tumor cells than that in MTCL tumor
cells, This immunosaitinrg difference ""as also obvious under mi-
croscopic observatioun.

smnow blood resies in MTP and MTCL tumno Because of large
differences seen in tumor necrosis in these two tumor, type. tumor
angiogenissis in these tumors was quantitatively evaluated by stain-
in# tissue am-ry sectionus with a polyclenal unti-C031 antiody, pre.

viously shown to allow the quantitative a6issamnt of tumor blood
veasels (Bevilaquau e) al., 1995; Laforga and Aranda. 2000). This
staining demonstrated vascuta endothelial cells and outlined the 8a
shapes of tumor blood vessels, which appeared in round or ovoid
shapes (Fig. 8). In some of the tumors. the blood vessels were ex-
tremely dilated. but in other caves, they were very narrow so that
blood vessels appeared as endothelial cell cords. Tumor cells
around the blood vessels appeared more robustly viable than those
further frum d, vessels, when necrmsis occurred, it was always foa
from these CD31-positive areas, The total number of rumor blood
vessels in each of the tator corts was counted and averaged with
the triplicate core specimens frorm the sanme tumor paraffin block
because each care was of identical size and shape. MTCL tumors
were signifcantly more wascularized than MTI tumors. The average
number of blood vessels in MTCL turm.r' a• .4 = 1.6 per core.
whereas thai in MTP lumors was 3.4 : 1,2 per core (P = 0.0343).
Tumor cells (bash types of tumors) as well as tiher type. of the
normal interstitial cells adjacent to blood vessels expressed little or 8b
no CD31 protein.

Ftc.• 8. Tatorasggeansin In MTP and s omasy tumol ca•l line (MTCIJ
Bernard Fishers compelling work demonstrating the importance rumrs., Sedoians wern propared from MTP and )*TCL tisu•e army blocks mid

"redwit an-C1anttibady. Te turner blee smmels ate sliws. clearlyof host factors in determining whether lethal nmetais--es devehsp between otrta tells wih th varonus %lhpr. iTe., ma•ul lumws, a) ax yen narro
was dolne with the parent hIT? marine mammary tumor in the late and thin eapillaries (b) (X4O liSht obj•rtse lens), aod am neae rome ss
1950 (B. MFisher and E. Fisher. 1r)9; Fisher er W1., 1968). Fisher in MTWCL trans than ia i T? tunons.
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obrersed and d canmemed that tumor dormancy and spread was resection during the diesirus sage resulted in the lowest cancer
interrupttd by su*ry. irsulting in postsurgical metasatie scat r curability. The idea of resecling brmas cancer at the delied Men-
growth. Subseremnt work of Pollock and LoItmas demonstrated tres- strtil- or estrous-cycle stage to improve outcome originally arowe

ietm yet profound cellular immunoparalysia in both mice and pa. from RataJcsak's study using TP tureamr mudael (Rtarajcsak er al,
tionts Afte srgery (Pollock and Litovi, 1987; Pellock at al- 1988). which then stimulated many clinical asudie&. Since Hru.
1987). We have investigated the hatettelationship among host. sur- sheaky published the firo clinical study in 1969 (lMishesky et al.,

$ery, tumot, and the fertility cycle. Out experiments with Fisher's 1989). many well-dealiped clinical Stdies involving thousands of
breraist can.er model deimanstrate that the timing a pof1 ttially Cu- breast cancer patients have shown that disease-fe or overall sor.
rtir cancer resection within the fertility cycle detetounes the met- rival is reduced after surgery in the follicular phase compared with
atSatic potential of that cancer and the ultimate curability of that the luteal phase (flagen and Hnshesrky. 1998), whereas soese other
mmose (Ratraitak et al.. 1988; lThre t al.. 2002). studies found no correlation between timing of surgery in mitition

The levels of Act hormones dynamically change during the fentale tu the menstrual cycle sand prognosis of premenopausal patients with
fertility cycle and affect the cellular proliferation in Ioth the nod- breast cancer (Kroman et at. 1994; Namura et atl. 1999). Recent
lipaosus nrutine mammary gland (Fato et a!.. 2001) and breast ca.t- works by Blse at al. (2002) And Vatygham etl a. (2003) further
cer (Iisdwe et al. 1995; Saud at at, 1998). In the normal mtione confirmed this concept. In two large independent stashes. Hove at

mnsstriary gland. Fata el atL (2001) denmonstrated *peeifiv marpho- At (2002). u4ang the same strain of tsite and "ame tumor model "
logtcal and cellular changes in the breast during each estrous cycle Rstajcuak did. demonstrated 100 and 93% surgical cure rat when
and defined their relationship to rhythmic physiological changes In the tumor wsas reseetd during emtrus mag veus 40 and 47%
steroid hormone cunceimitior. They found that the mssmtsn.ry epi- surgical cure rates during the diestans slage. In another study, Van-
thelial cell prsltferation and apaptonss ncorelated better with pro- tyghaso stat (.2003) delivered 816F10 melanotma cells into C57BUL
goaterune than 17•-estradiol serum coscentrations. They proposed 136 mouse circulation through tail vein injection at two different
that the cyclical tumnover of epithelia] cells within adult mammary etrou..cyele stagcs. the proestrw And meteastrs stages. As as-
ta.sue is a sum of spatial aml functmionul coonlination of sex hatoc peered, there was a large mnetastatic burden in the lung at 24 al
monal and Msatrix regulatory factors, e-g.. the matrix tetalloproet- After tumoe cell rtiection. although the number and sir of lung
nates asJ their specific tissue inhibitors ('IMI's). In human lnteast nrttastoeg did not differ between two injection stages. Unep•pti-
cancer. everal studies measuring tutrnsr growth and trctustmais-rel- edly, howeer.c they found dramatic difference% so cxtrpuldmona
evsai gose expression (ladwee l aL. 1995; Sadetat. 1998; Basarti inetatasee between the different stages of injection. A total of
el 4.. 199) have tsscelatesl lower Metastatic potenti and favor- 31.6% of mice injected in unetenorv• stage had ovsarin tataut.-
able outcome with high progesterone levels, which occur in the early wheres none of the mice injected durng the proestrus stage hatl
luteal phase of each menstrual cycle. Therefore, our densuotration ovarian MOtttai They proposed that the fentlity-cycle timing of
of the respon•i•eness of MTCL tumor cels to progesterone is a nurgety may be more broadly applicble than to just breast cancsrs
reasonable step toward detetiniing whether this newly established Subeunious tumor growth in the ovx mice was monitored daily
cell line remains useful for the cluhrnoutlogie study of breast can- and the growth kinetics of MTCL tumor in vivo was found to he
ccr. The effect of progeste*ron on cell prolifera•lon and apobsis somewhat different from that of MTW tumor. UTCL tutmr had a
of human and mouse breast cancer in vitro has been conatrocrual longo average time to imtWal appearance compared with those of
Morme ot at. (2000) and Ory et al. (2001) have reported that pro- the original MTP tumors. There at several possible explariation
gestuse has an amhiapos•tic or ftoproliferstive effect in vitao on for the slow initial geowth of MTCL tumors, Firs, MTP tmtir us a
PR-rich human breast cancer cells ('11)47). Exposing TU47 tumor primary tumsr line, which is usually considered a heterotygous to-
celsl to psogestins induced uptegulation of the antiapoptotic protein mar conraining multiple uhupopulationr with diffecrnt growth pe-
hcl-vl exitreasiossi Formby and Wiley (199M. 1999) and Gomlxel et trnttl MTCL May be denemd from one of the s•albpotlatuo. ilt,
at. (2(X)) have. however, reported proopoptsttc effects. Formby and slower growth potential. Second, M1P turnur cell suspension cot-
Wiley (1998. 1999) deantmstratod a maximal 90% imhibitisn of call tains a number of interstitial cells, such as fibroblats. emdotheliW
proliferation with Tt47 mbeast cancer cells (Pk+) After exposure to cells, macroplages, and lymphulryts. T'hee cells arc not only the
10 pill proesrteone for 72 h. whereas control MDA-231 cancer passive witnesses of the tumor proliferation cascade but also may
cells (PR-) were usnreponsie to the prlogesteroe exposure We moidlate tumor estabilishent and powh in vivo. Through se.re.
have demonstrated that progesterone obviously inhibits MTCL tu- tion of their soluble (eyotkines) and insoluble molecules (exttrcel-

mor cell DNA synthesis. This result is consistent with the results bular matrix). intenrtitsl rell mutually modulate tumor growth in
of Forimty sod Wiley (1998, 1999) and t•opel ti al. (2000) an vvo (Duffy at at. 2000 Hitrtealeoe et al, 2002). Third. the dose
differs from those of Moore at &L (2000) and Ory at al. (2001). of injected tunesr cells Is Another factor that may Affect the Inilial

One of the moat interesting features of the prnmary MTP tumnar tumor appearance, as described by Hruosky at al. (1999). Tio
model is the depettsletsct of tumor mestastatic spread after resection avoid injectinsg large ntmber of necrotic MT? tumor cell and to
on the strious-cyrlc stage of this rescctimo. To test if the newly Make a valid cumparison with MTCL tumor ctels, swe ma&d turner
established MTCIL tumor rolls retain this unique biologic feature. -ll suspeniionsw from sth moat vsital porn MTP ntutur arnd injected
we inoutlated MliP and MTCi. mena cells in separate gmulp, of the sasset number of vible MTP and MTCL tumor cells ms in •.e
mice s•td resrcted their tumor for ernie. We measured local tuner We. therefore, believe that the initial appearances of the tuanrt

recuruence and lung meaturatic spread and found that the otrous- truly reflect their different growth potentials.
cycle •sependence f turn"or metastatic potential after resortion was Long-tem, in vitro culture exett selective pres&ure on the sl-
Identtcal (or both tumors. Tumor resection during cstost stage re- lured tumor cells (Hambly et at. 1997). This pnssmure may change
suited in the highest curability in bsth typ"s of tumors. whereas or alter the molecular pathways within the tumor cells. We comn-
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pared the molecular fingerprint of the newly established MTCL- BTrin. ri. Sch• ahter. 0, Sý Kared.l K.. Comtodtairnr. L.i Gcs. T..
devnved tumoro with thoe of the original MT tumnom Eiht eof nine NIlso,. J. Up'relst-itia of the wUerine frstn rmeoporu and Si. aws-sengr ibilawleic acid durin the itosme estrum, cyt.• do oe A( o
proteins. such. on *ox homone recepotos (Et o%, ER I, anwi PR) as iradhir. E orino logy 1*t1923.-10 s 199et
welt as proteins of sevrall important epihladw growth fator reoep.cado l 9d P1992.t valuoonu
o rs (H e r2 / ne , E M I L tu n o r s u ge n e s a:s3 , aRC Anl l natio n al a cd . s. , P .ee M o n o n a 01'ro mg Aoonlesis , s t

Ansd the gene that is rPeteVu to Cell apptusiS (bC)-Xl) ar all eXr ondle-optive lowest amt of n koltiproeurin mnd)
pressed equally in buth parent and tell Ilssr-t.ived urnors. Thin Blre. LCncer Res, Teat. 3X-20S-217; IW.
largeily sim ilar p rotein expre•sion p moila may aecomst fo r, at loe t 0n + " g. W oroed. Pc A.. core. W 1 K ertilip Ro w. sfint.

in part. the comparable mmantatic poental of NTP AMn MTCL 75,O 65-0 *4 t02a
tumors. Cyclin E is the only protein that i extpresed dtffercndy in Will M.: Maglsiro. T. M.; Hill. A.; MrDeleiale.L O'Higginswo. N. Mrttalo.
thlse two types of lumort. The average intensity of cyclin £ ima- powomai n e it k reaai tan seoea. rorsnsi a ndsastuns.
munsisoAining; in MTP iumurn , is much higher than that in MTWCl. Rr4 Coo•tce Rvss 2:252-7; 2000.
smsorr., indicatisg the higher expression level of this cell prolifer- Fin, J.; Crl s#.,o V. Ktrshskh-. R. Cellltao m.-, in Slo mars-o gIliaatien-elesant protein in MTW tumoto. Ceraidering th bimne in OiOSel.05ed sosi tijOeooro & =in toosasowor 0555 - t17bas.

sisrdiol detng the yemo I-Ash. ofil Restin8. f -it 8 2001

c.usit in the late Ato•gofr MTP tomont and overeorpes"d cyclin E lrtoý 8,; Fisot E. .xpermonea evidence io appon s1' the dhonoor tao.
protein, we &"nine that MT turnor cell have a faster tumor m•m- cell Scesroot Sciene. 13(49"1- ,. 1959.
over rt•e than MiTL tumor calls, At cardy tumor gnuwth stages, lisie, B.: Rtidlo. I. Q; Anssm. It. Ký Stock, N. H.; Moe., G E.; i~ocr.
MW tumor exprewoeo more oel

l 
proliferatatiot-vlevano proteins, i~e._ H.I. SR, ital ndjuvaot rdhesoheapy is Canoer of the broom: rmul.

cyclin E. resulting in floter tumor growth rlol cadver Initial tumor 1968. osopocor trg Am 5 1613337 .25.
a4p eran".. At later ltagess of MTP rumor 3mwth. however, tonor Formoy. D_. Wsley. T S. Piogesterome iibltsits growth d AndWiness aplophror
ireCrussis bectonoec apparrs., which slws trie spoed of tuonior oit in loweot cancer 505 tlk verse nel et on tkl-2 and p53 Ann. (%I
ssucrease, On the cointraty. MTCL tumor does not ahow apparent t.&i ise 28.36f)-36 19M5
necrosis bheauaes the tumor has a high density of tumor blood v Fmby. Bo: Weley- T& a- I ri-w, soil nnank CD44 0,10 v I 'dawo-

sets. egulatl od pAM rPa egla.inos U ot tarst r ss4 by [.•-ce11 ttlL~lo l l •l posoth and Unltllil•lll .4• C'41(.~i
In minatory. we have t•abhshed a new MiL from a wellde- doi.-hroe . 22;s - c61; I o ds

fined mouse prmaory mammary tumor, which can be studied both Compet, A.; Sorrow. S.: Csaouus, It. A.1. HN.soial regulatims on o os

in vitro and in sivo. This cell hue express"s cytokeratiu. Ef. and in bLsoot clt, sAd Lmos. Sutoid 65.934-9f: 20ft11
PR proteins and responds markedly to progoterunrs expoourea in HNagr. A. A.; Hnshemky. W. J Meaotmna tming of tbea caniver sirger

itmr. Uke the parent rumors, MTCL tumor% dmo•sstrao very vim- Am. J. Si. 172W45,-261; 199&
Hambly. H.; Double. A.; Theostros W J,; tibby. M. C, Eoltatlsoust Andlslt molecular expresssion~ profile~s. histological features. meio~tastatic elmiis. haimi Af new e1ll;nlo L rm haun s o ed, sors initiallty

potential, and flerultdrcychdependcne o(poitoruacurm rcssnence eisimlt As torioiar "no in NMRI nssle "oie. "lRosl raace
in vivo. Avaiulaility of this tumor tell line, with its unique in vivo Res. Teat 43:247-&%K 1t971
biolosgic charatrwitcicsi, will enahle chnsonimlogsss to construsct Hirt rsdohns, r.; Pem M.I Kssbuoua. E; Singer, C. F Ltrrotnttsls" aouin. pro+
studies to determine the relationahip of a"e hormon exposure and Wais 4,1toisse pheonsype nd Isoikine .. preo s hisloon brewoscancin od| lines Ec Cy~ine, Nets. 13 234-24,X 2U00Z
rumor cell peuliferatin anti apopwais and further investigate trie HI eOf, W J s Btmll, Ar Z.: Glsre Nso. h It W Menstrual
interaction bem•wrm .•stlm or merstrual-cycle sktage And tumor sir flueace oSn wrgst core of bloast rawoer I.aacrr 2949-952. lI99
growth and merasstatic spread. Ksbyali. M a Ys, S,; Wixoo, P: H"rhen•l, W. Posoo.r mra•lian a.1

.- tOs ryclyA sipti nP-S 5..0 t•hnltsp+ -Cic.- Rk)thto in
Snoop; view It the Fatuo" lJaroille. Ft. sFsolh MIri-is ,+u*on
for ftsraiet on ltolgs-o Pfythrmo 2t.
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ABSTRACT

Hypothesis: Among premenopausal women, both metastatic potential and tumor growth rate are

governed by the menstrual cycle. There is strong support for the former in large retrospective

studies and the following experiments were conducted to evaluate the later.

Methods: We studied a transplantable breast cancer of C3HeB/FeJ mice (3 studies), and a

transplantable methylcholantherene induced sarcoma of CD2F1 mice (2 studies). We

concurrently measured local cancer size and estrous cycle stage up to twice and at least once each

day. There is a natural individual variability in the average length of normal estrus (3-1/2 to 7

days) cycle in mice. We assessed the effect of the cycle stage and duration on average tumor

growth rate.



Results: We found identical estrous cycle stage coordination of cancer size across all studies in

these tumors which are both estrogen receptor alpha and progesterone receptor positive. Little or

no change in cancer size occurs during proestrus (preovulatory phase) and estrus (periovulatory

phase); tumor size increases several fold during diestrus (post-ovulatory phase); and the tumor

shrinks partially as the next proestrus phase is approached. Across both mouse strains and tumor

types, mice whose average cycle length is briefer (faster cyclers), have s lower average tumor

growth rate than those with longer cycles (slower cyclers) who have faster tumor growth rates.

Conclusion: The virtually identical modulation of tumor size and cancer growth rate, in each of

two very different transplantable cancers (one, classically sex-hormone-dependent, and the other,

never previously recognized as hormone dependent) growing in two unrelated inbred mouse

strains, indicates that the fertility cycle related host factors affect cancer size and growth rate.

These findings predict that the biology of both breast and non-breast cancers in premenopausal

women may be meaningfully affected by the menstrual cycle.

Key words: Breast Cancer • Fertility Cycle • Chronobiology ° Estrous Cycle -Metastases • Sex

Hormone



INTRODUCTON

Sex affects cancer outcome. The outcome for adult cancers affecting both sexes is superior

in women. The younger the median age at diagnosis, the greater the female advantage., 2 Most

childhood cancers show no advantage for female sex until puberty. Interestingly, this female

advantage is confined largely to cancers whose outcomes are influenced most by metastatic

tumor dissemination and those cancers treated mainly by tumor resection. These include

epithelial tumors and sarcomas. Epidemiologic data connect menstrual cycle characteristics with

cancer outcome. The normal menstrual cycle duration varies from woman to woman between

21 and - 35 days.3 The risk of developing breast cancer varies with the average length of the

menstrual cycle. The shorter the woman's cycle (the faster she cycles), the lower the breast

cancer risk.' 5

Experimental carcinogenesis data also support this connection between cancer and the

fertility cycle. Breast tumor incidence, tumor latency, and number of tumors induced by the

direct carcinogen, N-methyl nitrosourea (NMU) and an indirect carcinogen, 7,12-

dimethylbenzanthracene each depend upon the estrous cycle phase at the time of carcinogen

administration. 6-8 The frequency of tumor cell, H-ras proto-oncogene mutation in these NMU-

induced tumors is likewise dependent upon the estrous cycle stage of NMU exposure.9

Sex hormones also affect the host-surgery-cancer interaction. When a transplantable

mammary carcinoma of C3HeB/FeJ mice is surgically removed after several weeks of growth,

not every mouse is cured and some die subsequently from metastases, not unlike the human

situation.' 0 The timing within the fertility cycle of surgical resection of this same size primary

C3H breast tumor influences whether subsequent metastases occur.11 An estrogen- and

progesterone receptor-positive mammary cell line, derived from this primary tumor, also

demonstrates this same e strous cycle dependence of surgical curability.' 2 Host factors may be

responsible for much of this cyclical tumor biology. For example, splenocyte natural killer (NK)

cell activity and interleukin-2 (IL-2) production, in tumor-free C3HeB/FeJ mice, vary throughout

the cycle. The cycle stages associated with the lowest metastatic potential, demonstrate the

highest NK activity and IL-2 production.13 Women resected during the putative early luteal

phase of their menstrual cycles have a better chance of surviving than those women whose breast

cancers were resected in the follicular phase, during or nearer to menses.' 4 The dozen most



complete retrospective studies indicate that optimal resection timing may enhance 10 year

disease free survival by an average of 25% in absolute terms.1516 A total of more than 40

subsequent retrospective studies of more than 10,000 women have largely, but not unanimously,

supported these clinical observations.' 6 A single ongoing prospective study has so far partially

confirmed this biology.' 7 18

We now present data in this same C3H murine breast tumor model, that predicted the

clinical situation, showing that local tumor size changes rhythmically during each estrous cycle

and that the cycling speed modulates average tumor growth rate. Furthermore, we demonstrate

that this rhythmic tumor biology is not limited to breast cancer and o ccurs i n another m ouse

strain with chemically induced transplantable sarcoma.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals and Tumors. The fertility cycle dependent growth characteristics of two

different tumors in young cycling female mice were studied in five studies; three studies in an

estrone binding, primary transplantable MTP mammary cancer in C3HeB/FeJ female mice (n=

40, 120, 100 mice/study), "0 and two studies in a primary transplantable methylcholantherene-

induced (meth A) sarcoma (E. Caswell, NY) in CD2F, mice (n=16, 86 mice/study). Mice were

maintained on a lighting schedule with 12 hours light alternating with 12 hours of dark. Time of

day (circadian time) is referenced to hours after light onset (HALO) with lights on at 0 HALO

and light off at 12 HALO. Tumors cells were inoculated subcutaneously into the right flank and

three dimensional tumor size (TS = length x width x height) was measured by calipers from the

time of tumor appearance until sacrifice. Vaginal smears were obtained from mice at the time of

tumor inoculation and at each tumor evaluation by gently flushing the vaginal os with saline and

then fixing and staining the resultant cells with hematoxylin/thiazine (Diff Quick). Tumor

measurements and estrous smears were obtained every 24 hours during the early activity phase

(14 HALO) in three studies and every 12 hours during early sleep phase (2 HALO) and again in

the e arly activity ( 14 H ALO) i n two s tudies. In two o ft he C 3H breast tumor studies, tumor-

bearing mice were sacrificed at the time of final tumor measurement and the uteri were procured,

trimmed of fat and wet weights determined. Tumors from these mice were assessed for wet-to-

dry ratios as a function of estrous stage at the time of sacrifice by weighing tumors before and

after dissecation of tissue in an 80 degree centigrade drying oven.



Fertitlity Cycle Determintations. Sequential estrous smears were evaluated for each mouse

and classified, based upon cellular ratios, abundance of cornified epithelial cells,

polymorphonuclear cells and non-cornified epithelial and the findings on the preceding and

subsequent smears, into I of 4 stages (P, proestrus; E, estrus; M, metestrus; or D, diestrus) by

standard criteria confirmed by previous correlations between vaginal cytology and uterine weight

wet and a uterine profileration marker." Mice continue to cycle regularly in the presence of these

tumors.19'20 The ovarian cycle in the mouse (-4-5 days) and the woman (28±7 days) are not

strictly comparable throughout all stages. However in both, ultimate follicular maturation ends

with mature follicular rupture and ovulation in response to FSH and then LH surges. In murine

species during proestrus the LH/FSH surge is accompanied by a surge in progesterone (on top of

rising estrogen) and these hormonal events are identifiable by vaginal cytology which

demonstrates the proestrus to estrus phase transition at which time ovulation usually occurs.

Not all mice cycle at the same rate (variable cycle lengths) and groups of mice are not

synchronized in the appearance of estrous cycle stages. Therefore to compare endpoints in mice

at different estrous cycle stages, successive cycle numbers (cycle number 1, 2, 3, etc) and estrous

stages within each of these cycles (P1, El, M1, D1; P2, E2, M2, D2; etc) were assigned starting

from the time of tumor inoculation until the last measurement. From these assignments, the total

number of estrous cycles completed in a fixed time interval between the time of tumor

inoculation and the last day of measurement (e.g cycling frequency), was calculated for each

mouse by counting the successive appearances or transitions through the proestrous stage.

Protein Immunohistochemistry: Tumors were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and

paraffin embedded. The tissue sections, after deparaffinization and hydration, were (digested

using proteinase K (20 ug/ml in PBS) for 20 minutes and washed in PBS twice (pH 7.2) for 5

minutes). Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 3% H20 2 in PBS for 15 minutes.

Slides were incubated in normal goat serum for 2 hours at room temperature. The primary rabbit

polyclonal antibody against estrogen receptor (ER El, 1:400, ER 0I, 1:200) or progesterone

receptor (PR, reactive with both A&B subtypes, 1:400) was applied to sections and incubated

overnight at 40C. T he s econdary antibody (goat a nti-rabbit I gG) and A B c omplex (Vectastain

ABC kit, Vector Laboratory Inc., Burlingame, CA) were applied for 30 minutes at room

temperature, respectively. Between incubations, slides were washed three times (5 min/each) in



PBS. The color was developed by 3, 3'-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Peroxidase

substrate kit DAB, Vector Laboratory Inc., Burlingame, CA). The sections were finally

counterstained with Harris' hematoxylin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The same slides were stained

without primary antibody as negative controls.

Statistical Analysis. Variance among mean values, across more than two groups (e.g. 4

estrous cycle stages) were contrasted using one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated

measures using the SPSS program. Tumor values are expressed as raw tumor volumes at each

successive estrous stage and cycle number and as a percent of the mean of all tumor sizes for

each fertility cycle (e.g. %mean tumor volume = TS from a mouse in P1 divided by mean all TS

in cycle I x 100). Uterine weights are expressed as absolute wet weights at each fertility cycle

stage and as the percent of the mean value across all stages. Analysis of tumor volume data

against n umber o f e strous cycles completed was performed using a repeated measures growth

model w ith P roc M ixed (SAS version 8.02), w here restricted m aximum likelihood estimation

procedure is used and that it considers the number of cycle group as a fixed effect. The

unstructured covariance matrix was used. The effects of number of cycles completed, day, and

the interaction of number of cycles and day were evaluated by F tests. Depicted values are the

mean ± standard error for grouped data from individual mice.

RESULTS

Not Unlike the Uterus, Tumor Size Waxes and Wanes Throughout the Fertility Cycle

The fertility cycle stage of tumor inoculation did not affect the time to tumor appearance

(palpable tumor) or the subsequent rate of tumor growth over time in the C3H breast tumor or

meth A sarcoma (data not shown). Daily tumor size in both models increases in a typical

sigmoid dependent pattern when fertility cycle stage is ignored. However, when C3H breast

tumor size is serially assessed as a function of biologic time (estrous cycle stage and cycle

number) of measurement, the influence of fertility cycle stage upon tumor growth is apparent

by visual inspection of average tumor sizes (Figure I A, Table 1). By grouping animals

according to each serial stage of each serially completed estrous cycle regrouped, and

examining average tumor sizes as a function of cycle number and stage, we find that tumor

size waxes in metestrus and diestrus and wanes during proestrus and estrus. This effect is



consistent across three separate studies of the C3H breast tumor. Virtually identical results

are seen in two studies with transplantable methylcholanthrene A induced sarcoma (meth A

sarcoma) in CD 2F1 mice (Figure lB, Table 1). These changes in tumor size with fertility

cycle stage in each tumor type were seen when tumor measurements, along with vaginal

smears, were monitored either during the early sleep phase (2 HALO) or during the early

activity phase (14 HALO) of the 24 hour circadian cycle of the mice (data not shown).

Therefore this estrous biology is present both in the activity and sleep phases of the daily

cycle.

Analysis of raw tumor size by both cycle number (e.g. first, second, third, fourth, fifth)

and estrous cycle stage within each cycle (P1, El, M1, D1; P2, E2 etc.) by two way analysis

of variance confirms the significance of this phase locked tumor growth in the C3H breast

tumor and in the CD 2F1 meth A sarcoma tumor models. Tumor sizes during each fertility

cycle can also be expressed as percentage of the mean tumor size for that cycle in each of the

studies, and then analyzed by one way ANOVA for the overall effect of estrous cycle stage

(Table 1). In the C3H breast tumors, tumor sizes are 23-47% of cycle mean size during

proestrous, increase gradually throughout both estrous and metestrous stages to a peak of

207-283% of the mean in diestrus, varying on average some 6.4 to 8.9 fold throughout the

fertility cycle (p<0.001). In the meth A sarcoma, tumor sizes are 50-59% of mean cycle size

during proestrus, increase gradually throughout both estrus and metestrus stages to a peak of

149-185% of mean cycle size in diestrus, varying on average some 2.5 to 3.7 fold throughout

the fertility cycle (p<0.001). This rhythmic variation in tumor size follows the identical

pattern in both tumors, with highest values in diestrus and lowest values in proestrus or

estrus, although the magnitude of this cyclic effect is about twice as great in the mammary

tumor. This tumor behavior is not unlike the classically described waxing and waning of

uterine size or wet weight that occurs throughout each fertility cycle, secondary to the well

described rhythmic sex hormone changes in cellular proliferation and blood content. In these

C3H tumor-bearing mice, wet uterine weights in two studies, expressed as percent of mean

cycle weight, vary 1.5 to 2.0 fold throughout the fertility cycle with highest values, as

expected, in proestrus and estrus, and lower values in metestrus and diestrus (Table 1, p <

0.01). However, the pattern of change in tumor size within the fertility cycle is opposite to the



pattern of the observed fertility cycle dependent change in wet uterine weights in these

tumor-bearing mice.

Analysis of wet-to-dry ratios as a function of estrous cycle stage at sacrifice (study 2 C3H

breast tumor) failed to show significant difference ascribable to water content (proestrus

6.4±0.3 estrus 6.7±0.3)metestrous (6.6±0.2)diestrus (6.5±0.1)(p=0.73). These data indicate

that large fluid shifts are not soley responsible for these tumor size differences.

Both the MTP mammary tumors and the methA sarcoma tumors stain positively for

estrogen receptor alpha, negative with estrogen receptor beta and positive for the

progesterone receptor (data not shown) by standard immunohistocehmical analysis.

Cycling Frequency of the Host Modulates Overall Tumor Growth Rate

The normal menstrual cycle duration varies among women from 21 to 36 days.3 Some mice

also cycle faster than others with a range of 3 to 7 days.3 We determined the effect of cycle length

upon tumor growth. The faster the mouse cycles, the slower the tumor growth, and vice versa

(Figure 2A and 2B). Average tumor growth is reproducibly slower in mice completing a greater

number of cycles in a fixed span (e.g. 4 to 7 cycles in 12 to 14 days) while tumor growth is faster,

nearly double that rate, in mice completing fewer cycles (e.g. 3 or fewer cycles) in the very same

span. These tumor growth rate differences are significant in both strains (C3H F=5.3, p<0.001;

CD2F1 F=4.9, p=0.001).

In study two, we determined whether the effect of cycle stage on tumor growth was

present among both slow and fast cyclers. Table 2 demonstrates that the effect of cycle stage on

tumor size persists regardless of cycling speed.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that the growth of two transplanted subcutaneous tumors, a

spontaneously arising, sex hormone receptor competent, potentially metastatic breast tumor, and

a chemically-induced locally aggressive sarcoma, grown in two distinct mouse strains, is virtually

identically coordinated by the fertility cycle. These data indicate that the fertility cycle influence

over tumor biology and the host-cancer balance is not limited to tumors of endocrine tissue origin

and is thereby a phenomenon of more general significance. Whether this behavior exists in ER

negative and/or PR negative tumors remains to be determined. The fertility cycle stage



dependent change in tumor size is analogous to the cycle dependent change in uterine size, but

has a tissue specific exact opposite pattern in these same mice. The speed of the estrous cycling

also affects average tumor growth rate. Faster cyclers demonstrate twofold slower tumor growth

than slower cyclers. These data are consistent with epidemiologic findings relating menstrual

cycle length and breast cancer risk. Faster cycling is associated with the lower subsequent breast

cancer risk.4'5

Others have observed similar biology of human breast cancer. One hundred sixty-eight

years ago, A.P. Cooper, who defined Cooper's ligaments of the breast, observed that breast

cancer growth waxes and wanes regularly within the young women's menstrual cycle.2' More

than a century ago, G.T Beatson connected breast size and milk production to the ewe's 28 day

fertility cycle.22 When Beatson was made professor of surgery as Glasgow, he acted upon his

observations of the connection between ovary and breast, by performing oophorectomy upon

young women with lethal metastatic breast cancer. His reports were the first of many in the last

century to document the fact that breast cancer can be controlled and even caused to remit

entirely, following castration.23 In 1959 through the 1980's, Fisher and Fisher defined the biology

of tumor dormancy and demonstrated how the resection of the primary tumor affects the biology

of metastatic breast cancer spread. 10, 24,25 A decade and a half ago, we demonstrated, in cycling

mice and women, that whether breast cancer spreads/recurs after resection depends upon when in

the estrous or menstrual cycle the resection is done. Aggregate clinical data indicate that optimal

resection timing, mid cycle and during the early luteal phase, gives a young woman as much as a

25% better chance for ten year disease free survival. 15, 2 6 This waxing and waning of tumor size

and growth rate within the fertility cycle in mouse breast cancer, and a chemically-induced

mouse sarcoma, is entirely consistent with what Cooper reported in the breast tumors of young

women. This biology reflects the essentially intermittent or saltatory nature of growth, a cyclical

rather than linear or continuous process. This biologic growth pattern is not unique nor

unprecedented. Growth studies in children using serial height determinations also provide

support for periods of growth interspersed with periods without significant changes in height 27

Further, in normal reproductive tissues (e.g. breast, uterus), rhythmic periodic changes of cell

proliferation and apoptosis are classic findings during each fertility cycle. There is evidence that

cellular proliferation in benign human neoplasms also change within the menstrual cycle 28



Prominent daily rhythms in cellular proliferation have been well documented in murine and

human cancer. 29 -31

In summary, both fertility cycle stage and cycling frequency affect the growth of two

different experimental cancers across two unrelated mouse strains. If these findings, which are

consistent with early clinical observation, remain clinically relevant, then, the effect of the

menstrual cycle on cancer growth and spread, may be a general one, not limited to breast cancer.

Finally, the timing of cytotoxic hormonal and molecular anti-cancer therapies targeting cellular

proliferation within the fertility cycle is likely to affect their efficacy.
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Figure 2B
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. The effect of estrous cycle stage upon tumor size. Subcutaneous
mammary tumor volumes in C3HeB/FeJ female mice (A) and meth A sarcoma
tumor volumes in CD 2F1 female mice (B) vary as a function of fertility cycle stage
(P, proestrus, E, estrous, M, metestrsous, D, diestrous) during each successive
fertility cycle (cycle 0 or tumor inoculation to cycle 4) in two studies. Tumor sizes
change rhythmically with fertility cycle stage in both tumor models with very little
increase in tumor sizes during proestrus and estrus stages and large increases during
metestrus and diestrus stages.

Figure 2. The effect of host cycling frequency upon tumor growth rates. Individual
mice were classified by number of completed fertility cycles (1-7 cycles) in the
same time interval and tumor growth rates are compared in each model of
mammary tumors in C3HeB/FeJ female mice (A) and meth A sarcoma tumors in
CD2F1 female mice (B). The number of fertility cycles traversed significantly
affects tumor growth rates in both tumor models.



Table 1. Effect of Fertility Cycle Stage and Cycling Frequency upon Tumor Size and Growth Rate
Fertility Cycle Stage Cycling Frequency

Tumor Size (% Mean of Each Cycle) Daily Tumor Growth Rate

TUMOR MODEL Proestrus Estrus Metestrus Diestrus Ratio of Change F, p F, p

C3H BREAST TUMOR

Study 1 46.9±7.5 37.817. 1 73.2±7.9 219.5±29.7 5.8 24.2, <0.001 5.4, 0.001•~~~ ~~~~~~~~ -- .. . ..... ..... ..... .... ... --.. . .. . .. ---- ... .................... --- .. .. .. .. . . ........ .... ... . ... .... ..... ... ...
Study 2 23.4±2.4 38.2±36 72.8±6.3 207.1±13.6 8.9 86.3, <0.001 5.3. <0.001

5 cycles (n-8) 88.85+25.1 79.6+31.0 99.6+47.3 137.1±30.5 0.0 NS

4 cycles (n=33) 69.3+15.0 73.0+14.3 71.0+13.8 167.8+21.2 2.4 8.8, <0.001

3cycles (n=44) 56.1+9.2 73.3+11.6 69.5+9.8 170.5+15.7 3.0 18.8, <0.001

2 cycles (n-33) 43.5+9.7 50.1+9.8 70.8+10.2 193.0±18.8 4.4 27.3, <0.001

1 cycle (n.9) 4.4+3.4 16.3+6.7 71 75+17.3 219.4+32.6 50.0 18.3, <0.001

Study 3 44.3±6.5 50.4±7.6 82.6±9.8 282.7±69.5 6.4 15.1, <0.001 4.9, 0.001

CD2F1 METH A SARCOMA

Study 1 50.22±7.1 61.4±14.9 105.2±15.4 184.6±33.8 3.7 9.4, <0.001 3.2, 0.043

Study2 58.6±412 76.1±6.4 1121A4±17.11 149.1±26.2 2.5 6.9, p<0.001 4.9, 0.001

UTERUS Uterine Wet Weight (% Mean of Cycle)

C3H Tumor Bearing Mice

Study2 150.1±21.5 168.4±5.7 118.6±15.7 1 88.0±2.4 1.9 41.6, <0.001

Study 3 125.3:1:1.0 107.0±4.9 88.±1:4.6 104.1±7.2 J 1.4 4.4, 0.006

For each succesive fertility cycle (cycle 1, 2. 3, etc), tumor volume at each stage within a given cycle (e.g. P1, El, MI, DI, etc) is expressed as
percentage of the mean tumor volume for all stages within that one cycle. Uterine wet weights at each ferti


